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Fulton, _Fulton. County, Kentucky, Thursday,
Nov. 29, 1956

Last week Paul and 1 and
Number Forty-Eight
the children took off for St
Joseph, Missouri for our annual
vont with Paul's fainily thi!
Although we have exception...
IY Rood staffs at both the radio
station and the News •office, it
foams like it takes us weeks
to get our affairs in order s.
that we can both leave for
On
that four-day annual vacation. held Monday a meeting was the survey will be by the rein Fulton for a Mosquito present
atives of both Kentucky
control
— The Fulton Independent School Distri
program, at Fulton and Tennessee,
-- --and consist of
ct can
County
Health Department.
Maybe we take ounielves
health and agriculture personenlarged to any size that the property owner be
Those present were: Ralph nel in
and our duties a little too sers or
Kentucky and Health Devoters concerned wish -to make it, the News
iously (and obviously we must) Pickard, Director Division of partment
learn
ed
Official
s
in
Tennes
for both places seem, to run Erginjering Ky. State Dept. of bet%
this week following a suggestion last week
by
the
smoothly and efficiently when lit alth, Gene Woods,. Director
editors that the possibilites be consid_wc1.
Money
for control purposes
we're gone. But regardless of Mosoui ia. control, Kentucky
in Kentucky will be requested
At the present time, plans appparitttly
Delo.
of
that, there are always decisions
Agriculture: L M. Mccall for
from the Department of Agribe made. people to talk with Cuan. Chief Insect Vector Conconso
lidation of practically all of Rulton County
culture. It appears that money
Cooper-Prather
Specialist
and work to be done that of trol
(Tennessee); for the South
into one school district that would feed child
Fulton area will
necessity falls into our hands. Harry Barry, Sanitarian Fulton
ren
Feud Erupts On
have to come from local sourto
a new consolidated school at Hickman eliminatI'm sure its the !tame way in Ccunty; John Caraway, Obion
ces.
Thanks
giving
County
-any business
Day
Sanitar
ian.
. . no matter
ing grammar and high schools at Cayce. The
The survey will begin on
Policies of attack on the proA 42-year-old Hickman man
how - superfluous the "boss"
FulNovemb
er
27,
blem
and
was
were
continue uno.ems to be around the preshot and seriously wound- ton Independent School District would remain in
-- discussed and decied by an in-law at Hickman its present size, and all living
mises,, especially when things sions were made as to how to till the area on both sides of
outside it, no Matter
last Thursday while his aged how close
are ifoing well. When things proceed. It was decided to. mark the State Line has been coverto Fulton, would be obliged to attend.the
ed.
mother, thinking at first that
are not going well, when cus- off an area between one half
the pistol held Only blanks, Hickman school.
tomers are a little perturbed, to one mile beyond the City
looked on.
when business is slot, the limits and survey this area by I
In last week's issue the ediVictim of a shot which lodged
"Boss" seems to be a right actually walking over those a- • Scenic Railway Is
tors of the News took excepThe First Baptist Church will
L.
C.
Davis
Home
reas
near
which
the heart was James Praare likely to be Plann
handy person to have around
tion to such an awkward arhave two of the most promined At Lake
the basic problem.
•,
.so I seem to ,
rangement for the children,
ent men among Southern Bap- ther, Hickman fishing dock Destroyed By Fire
enae from
operator.
th employee,.
In control of the pest mospointing out that those in this
The Kiwanis club of Tipton- tists to lead their revival beThe L. C. Davis home locat- end of the
Jailed in
And in the sense. I believe quito which_atia_arsponsible for _ville--bas taken
with
county would be
an option on ginning Sunday. It Will pro- the shootin connection
g was 30-year-old ed seven miles from Fulton on forced to travel up to 40 miles
Most business people will S- the encephalitis out breaks, it a small amusem
ent park at bably be another decade before Joe Cooper
the
Middle
Road,
ince. that its NOT the time
was
.
destroy
Prather
was
's brothera day and be up
decided that resting places Nashville and has been grant- the local church can have such
to
ed by fire at 3 a. m. last to board school before dawn
in-law.
go off on a vacation, no matter
the mosquitoes such as chic- ed permission by the Division outstanding men again.
buses, when
Thursd
ay.
Fulton
The
fire
how desperately a little rest ken house would - be spotted of State parks
started in they should be offered the
County officials said
The evangelist will be Angel
to operate a
conthe
kitchen
.
they had not charged Cooper
and change of scenery is need- on the man Other places to scenic
venience of attending the nearrailway
at
Reelfoot Martinez, considered by South- formally but
The Davis family was able est school, at
were
contemp
be spotted on the map would State park.
latFulton.
ern Baptist leaders to be the
ing a charge of malicious shoot- to save very little from the
1.111•10.1=1.111••=1.—
be drainage ditches, swamps,
Since publication
of last
The scenic railway line, con- number one evangelist today. ing with intent to
kill. A pre- fire.
week's story, dozens of parents
ponds,
and sewage treatment sisting of
I bring these little facts to
He
has
held
revival
s
in
such
a
one-fif
th
scale
The
Fulton
liminar
Fire
y
Depart
hearing
ment
was
scheduland property owners have deyou because I wonder if you plants.
model diesel streamliner engine well-known churches as Bel- ed for Monday in
Fulton Coun- was called to the fire, but the luged the News office with inIt was decided that basic and two
were as startled as we were
coaches, is the major levue of Memphis. First of Dal- ta• court. He was bound
house
was
in
flames
upon ar- quiries as to how the Fulton
over to
this week when we picked up civic organizations
las and Walnut Street of Louiswould be item included in the option.
rival.
Independent
Shcool
ville. This 33-year-old dynamic the Grand Jury.
the papers and saw the grin- asked to sponsor and maintain
district
The
coache
s will saat 24 Southe
It was reported that Mr.
could be enlarged to meet the
ning countenace of Ike Eisen- a catch basin spray program.
rn
Baptist
evangel
ist
was
adults
or
36
childre
Cooper
n.
Include
,
d
a
mechan
ic
at
GrisThe
wishes
City
of
those living in Fulhower looking at us. with
officials of both
born in Texas of Latin Ameriton County outside the present
Mamie at his _side, arriving in Fulton and! South Fulton will with the train will be a mod- can parents. His father was ham's garage in Hickman had
been
hunting
shelter
ern
and
was
house,
drinkan
electric born in Spain; his mother
district limits. Most were conAtlanta for a two-weeks vac- be contacted to help in promoin ing, and that he went to
the
cerned with the welfare of
signal, about 1200 feet of track Mexico.
ation of golfing at the Au- tion of the entire program.
home
of
Mrs.
Prather where
their
children, but several
gusta Golf Course in Georgia.' Actual work of conducting and a ticket stand.
The singer will be Rev. G.
pointed out the obvious concern
Within an hour after ElsenP. Comer of Dallas, Texas. He her son. James, was visiting.
A
federal
power
commis
sion
Mr Cooper reportedly sat
will .be in charge of the music,
bowvr arrived at Augusta he
examiner Friday approved an of those County property owners. who might be seeking to
'was on the golf course, batting
ct,ildren and young people's down and was talking with the application for natural gas
ser- sell land to familie
that ball around. It is for sure
work. The singing and music raother and son, saying that he vice in Hickman.
s with chilthat Eisenhower had very litwill be a special. feature of wasn't holding a grudge against
At the same time the ex- dren, and how such a setup
James,
who
had
shot
him
and
tlt else on his mind upon leas,the services with 4*v. Comer
aminer, Howell Perdue, denied would affect the value of the
property.
leading the music and singing his brother, Robert Lee, in an applications from
big Washington but getting in
Clinton. La
inciden
t last spring.
Fulton, making its cage deAnnexation can
some golf togs and taking a
,• South Fulton five trailed special numbers. He and Rev. Mr. Cooper
be accomCenter
,
Basdwe
ll
and
Wicklif
.
allegedly said he
plished if desired. The 1958
whack at that ball. tithing some- but. scored an impressive 70- at the end of the first period Martinez have been close friThose
fe.
towns,
howeve
r,
were
was ready to forget, then pulthing of an alleged golfer I '45 win over capable Cayce 1.!-8. 25-20 at halftime and 36- ends for a number of years.
given time to make further legislature amended the law
•
3: at the end of the third.
know the anticipation one tea l• ThanNav nieht.
Rev. Corner is a Kentuckian ed out a .22 automatic pistol showing of the projects' feasi- concerning the annexing of terThe Bultdous jumped into an
• • • •
ritory for school district purwhen a golf game is in prosand after a number of years and fired at Prather, hitting bility if they want to redesig
n poses, called House
The South Fulton girls team as Methodist Pastor and Evan- him in the back.
pect . . . its playing golf . . . ! early lead and never trailed
Bill No.
their proposed system.
zo nine players reached the snapped
401. Here is the text of House
Mrs. Prather is reported .to
Ifornheak's
that all.
ift game gelist, entered the ranks of the
Hickma
n's
supply
of
natural
Bill 401:
Inning streak here Tuesday Southern Baptist two years have said, "What was that?" gas would
This past summer I was for- analog column.
come from TrunkGuard Jack Forrest led the night with a 53 51 triumph.
referring to the noise. Cooper line
tunate- to get in three rounds
ago.
410USE BILL NO. 401
Gas
Co.
of
Housto
n,
Tex.
The too. was Iforntorak's secof golf during the entire sum- way for Fulton with 17 points.
Services will be at 7:30 each is said to have answered, The present truck line of
KRS
160.045. (1) If seventythe
mer. I was rooted to the af- one more than Ron McAllister ond defeat in its last ItS games, night December 2-9 and at 10:00 "That was just a blank."
company runs six miles east five per cent of either the reand.
David
Hollan
scored.
d
• • • •
a. m. Tuesday through Friday.
fairs at the radio station . . .
gistered
Mr. Prather reportedly said of Hickman.
voters or property
Fulton jumped into a 19-6
The nurseries will be open he didn't tell his mother that
owners in an area adjacent to
but of course I'm not as effi•
James
Stoker tabbed
Hickma
city
n
council
16
already
first
period lead and romped points
dent as Mr. Eisenhower. . . .
to lead the South Fulton at all services for those through he was shot until Mr. Cooper has approved a plan to issue either a county or independthree
nor do I have the grave res- into a 42-14 halftime margin. scoring.
years
and
children's had gone. He was then taken $425,000
worth
of
revenue ent school district petition the
ponsibilities that Mr. Eisen- Cayce narrowed the gap to 59- South Fulton
church will be held each even- to the clinic for treatment.
bonds
to
establi
8
20
32
sh
51
municip
a
al respective school boards for a
hower has . . . but just the 33 at the end of the third per- liornbeak
transfer of said property to the
Mr. Prather was tried in the natural gas system.
15 25 36 41 ing for ages 4-7. Everyone is
iod
with
an
all-court
press,
but
September
same,
invited..
while
term
I
of
desperately
circuit
South Fulton (51)
Trunkline was ordered to de- school board district other than
the
margin
was
too
great
to
wanted some relaxation . . .
court on a charge of shooting liver up to 1,082.000 cubic feet that in which it is located or
— Forwards: Hughes 6, C. Wade
if either board initiates such
the Cooper brothers. He was of gas daily to Hickman.
golf game perhaps, I stayed- overcome in the last period.
2, LeFuse 12, P. Wade.
Larry Henderson and Bill
fined $250 and costs:where my duty was . ... where
action, the school boards may
Center: Taylor 15.
Doubtful Of Ability
our employees' could talk with Curtsinger tabbed 11 points
Guards: Stoker 16, Alston,
The first shooting occcured
The commission found out elect such transfer by agreeme if they wanted to .. . . each for Cayce's top effort. Collier.
last May when Mr. Prather last summer that each of the ment, duly spread upon the
where a customer could talk Henderson, who was averaging
Hornbeak (41)
and his former wife, a sister Western Kentucky applicants minutes of their respective
his problems over with me if 33' points per game. managed
Forwards: Victory 8, Petty 8.
of the Cooper brothers, were had fallen short in making a boards.
to hit only four, of 18 foul
he wanted to.
Center: Cunningham 14
(2) In the event that the
at odds corncerning a divorce showing which would justify
shots for his worst scoring
Guards: Carlew 5, Grimes 6.
suit. The Cooper brothers came the PrOP9s4_fiervice. It gave boards fail to agree within
to Prather's fish dock and Mr. them time, however, to offer ninety days from the filing of
I'm not envious of Mr -Eisen- night of the season.
Company Ordered
petition for such a transfer,
Prather claimed he shot them additional information.
hower's vacation. I'm happy Fulton
19 42 59-70
To Post Proposed
in self-defense. .
6 14 33 45 Young Boys Are
Evidence supplied by the
that hi; can get away from it Cayce
Continued on Pare 4
four rejected cities, Purdue
all for two wonderful weeks in
Fulton (70)
Rate Increases
Charged With Thefts
said, left him doubtful as to
th'e Augusta, Gorgia sunshine
ACCIDENTLY KILLED
_Fos w a rd s: McAllister 16,
The Public Service CommisUnion City Chief of Police
the ability of the systems to
William D. Fleming, MayWhite e, 1Tolland 16
. .
. but I'll be han-e.t
sion entered an order this week
Robert
a has appealed to parcarry proposed gas supplies in field Route 5, was accidentally
Centers Burnette 3, Breeden
I think world - conditions wardirecting Southern Bell Teleents to look after their childthe third year of operation.
shot to death by his 12-yearmit "the boss" from beinga- 6.
phone and Telegraph Co. to adold son Thanksgiving mot-rng
way from his desk . .
Guards: Frazier 6, Forrest ren more closely, especially at ! vertise for 3 consecu
whose
tive
week
,
night, following apprehension
as the young man raised the he can have at his ready min. 17. aaits hid for 'increased servic!'
of four youths there last week
gun to fire at a squirrel and
n and the head of any depart
Cayce (45)
rates.
in so doing accidentally shot
ment of government to talk
Forwards: Mosley It Brown on charges of break-ins and
The telephone company is
burglary.
his father in the hack of the
with . .
where he can discuss
Will Re Aided By
The four boys were 8, 10, asking for approximately 84.head.
matters
diplomats
with
of
Center: Henderson 11.
500.000
more
revenu
e,
Kearbv Jennings
foreign governments !if he has
Guards: Curtin 5, Shelton 2. 12 and 13 years old. Three bur- would raise its invest which
ment reGov. A. B. Chandler ha
glaries were charged to them.
to . . .•, where he can ask for Williams
To "Bla7e Trail"
3, Curtsinger
11,
turn to 6.75 percent instead of
completed the appointment of Fulton County Roads
and get in a moment's notice Myers I.
4.75 percent as reported Sept.
William C. (Bill) Nall of Social Service Advisory Com- Getti
LET'S SING SUNDAY
facts, figures, and current deng More Safe
SOUTH FULTON
Murray was named Monday by mittees for 50 more counties.
30.
veLopments of any of the exCrutchfield community singConserv
ation
Rural
Commis
sioner
road accidents in FulThe
commit
The
Latees
Commis
will
assist in
sion further dirplosive conditions rampant in
South Fulton pushed in 19 ing will be held December 2;
ban P. Jackson to be general the administration of the Pub- ton County for the first six
the world . today.
points in the final period while at the Crutchfield Methodist ected the telephone company to superin
tendent for construction lis Assistance and Children's months decreased by one-third,
As I read one story after holding Ilornbeak to five to Church. Everyone is always promptly post a schedule of
according to a report just isthe proposed new rates in each of a scenic trail along Kentuc- Services programs.
another about strife develop- score a 51-41 triumph Tuesday welcome at the commun
ity exchange throughout the
ky
Lake.
sued
by the Kentucky State
The
commit
tertee members will
ing in Syria, of growing ani- night.
singing which is held every
Nall has served as superin- serve four years.
ritory affected. J. E. Bassett,
mosity
against
The county Police for this period.
the
United
first Sunday afternoon at 2 p.
tendent of state parks in West- committee
Hickman County rural accisecretary said.
is required to meet
States in Britain and France,
ENTER CONTEST
ern Kentucky since January. at least once
dents were down four percent
each month.
The effect on individual subof fighting in Egypt, of rebelA special invitation is extendHe has 10 years of supervisory
Additional committee mem- and in Graves County the accilion in Hungary, of living costs
Girls of South Fulton High ed to song leaders and other scribers and various types of experience
in park and public bers appointed for Fulton Coun- dents showed an increase of
services then will be available
rising every day, of strikes in School will test their homemak- gimps of Singers to com
e and
construction.
1'
ty are:
New York, of attempts to ing knowledge and attitude in take part on the program with to the public, the secretary addNall
said
prelimi
nary
planed.
throw Russia out of the United a 50-minute written examina- the following featured
Mr. E. E. Powers. 511 E. CHEST
groups;
ning of the "Kerby • Jennings
NUT GLADE
Nations, of Russians in Ger- tion on Dec. 4. A total of $106.- The Gospel Light Quarte
Moulton Streeet, H ick m a n, HONO
"The cumulative effects of Scenic Trail" will begin
t and
R ROLL
about
many stopping British trains, P00 in scholarships is offered the Temple Trio.
Kentucky; Mrs. Harold A. Rice,
repealed increases in wages Dec. 1.
I put down the paper with a by General Mills in this third
and other costs, together with
Chestnut Glade honor roll
Gov. A. B. Chandler announc- R. F. D. No, 4, Hickman, Kenlarge degree of irritation for annual Betty Crocker Search
tucky; L. B. Eason, Buchanan released by Mrs. Mignone Morthe inability of the company to ed proposals for the
MAKE PLANS EARLY
trail lait Street,
a "boss" who could get away for the' Anierican Homemaker
Hickman, Kentucky; M. rison, principal:
increase its revenue sufficient- March, saying " a roadwa
y a- W. Blanke
The Christmas rush to Floriand forget it all for two long of Tomorrow.
nship, Fulton Kenly . . . has impeded the com- round
1st Grade: Linda Terrell,
Kentuc
ky
Lake
da
will
is
going
to
be
so
weeks, when anything dangerterific pany's efforts to discharge protucky; 0. Charles Walker, Ful- Danny Wheat, Jimmy Oliver.
make
scenic
wonder
s
that
and
Eastern
reAirline
s announces perly its full obligation
ous could happen any minute.
2nd Grade: None.
to the creational facilitiea of this area ton. Kentucky; Mrs. Louis
to space in now left from New
ROBBED OF $155
Then I heard the radio news
Wcaks, Third Street, Fulton,
public in Kentucky," the South- more accessi
3rd Grade: Linda Nannev,
ble
to
thousa
fork
nds
to
Miami Illotween Dec- ern Bell Telephone
which reported over and over
Kentucky; Judge limper Ro- Danny Stafford, Larry Parish.
Ces peti- of Kentuckians and guests."
The Cotton. Texaco Station ember 17 and
December .24th. tion stated. _
of the contempt in which Eisen- in Union
4th Grade: Paula Nanney,
Details of the plan were pre- berts, Chairman, Fulton, KenCity was robbed at "Nothing available until
Janhower, personally is held in gunpoint
tucky.
Hearing date is set for 9 a. pared by Jackson's office
David
Bru
Garry Jones, SuSunday morning by a uary 8", company says.
and
With m. Dec. 18 in the Public 'SerBritian . . . where newspapers 21-year-o
san
--Reed,dife.
the Tennesse , Valley Authorild athlete from Char- tremendous Christmas
travel vice Commission
were ridiculing our President leston,
PROJECT DEFERRED
5th Grade: None.
offices in ty, working with Kerby JenMo., who was captured building up in all
transporta- Frankfort.
for his apparent lack of inter- 16 hours later
6th Grade: Brenda Wheat,
nings,
Murray
newspa
in
bean
a
per
field
tion,
pubConstru
the
ction
'
public is advised to
of a million -dolest in world affairs, for his near Tiptonville
lisher. The trail will follow the lar aircraft-"Warning center near Betty Wilson, Adell Gibson.
after his bul- make any proposed holiday rehangling of the Middle East let-riddle
in 1902, the first Kentucky lake shoreline from
7th Grade: Sherry Wade.
d car booged down on servation as quickly as
Kentuc
ky Union City airport has been
possi- Fair was held at Churchill Dam Village
(Continued on Page Four)
8th
Grade: Sandra Wade,
a side road.
to
the Tennessee postponed to an indefinite date,
ble
Downs, Louisville
Carolyn Wheat, Patsy Williams,
line.
the Air Force has announced. James Wall, Jimmy
McMinn.

Pest Mosquito Blamed For!MARTINEZ WILL School District
Extension Is
CONDUCT REVIVAL
Encephalitis;Survey Sought
Possible If Voters Wish It
HICKMAN MAN
SHOT WHILE
MOTHER WATCHES

RE

a

HICKMAN GAS OK'D;
CLINTON'S DENIED

FULTON, SOUTH FULTON CAGE TEAMS WIN
TUESDAY NIGHT IN HARD FOUGHT GAMES

STATE WILL HEAR
SOUTHERN BELL
RATE HIKE DEC. 18

BILL NAIL NAMED
SUPERVISOR FOR
SCENIC PATHWAY 7 COUNTIANS ARE
NAMED TO BOARD
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Engagement Told

tstrphiny opoitit.
teu
tory40hAigh
it will ry.supbiastld
ysECTf
aP
FULTON PROsB

FOLK DANCE WORK SENIORS MAY WIN
UT SCHOLARSHIPS
SHOP WILL BE
HELD AT MURRAY
a

Campell Soup
last
sales rose
spend thirty million dollars in years, profits 37%, yet pekes
1956-57 fiscal year building new
tt
r.,t
Miss Thomas, was a member
plants and enlarging existing
of the 1956 graduating class ot
High school seniors of Obion ones. President Wm. B. MurSouth Fulton.
and Weakly County are eligi- phy aiso said they are testmg
total of 100 lir new soup and frozen food
Mr. Puckett is the son of Mr
ble to apply for
This
situation
and Mrs. Roy Puckett of DukeSecond of a series of week- duce(' exports.
freshman scholarships to be a- products. Sales for fiscal year
Two-Day Session Is
ly news articles of interest is expected to be reflected in dom.
warded to Tennessee high gi
1-er Teachers, Dancers; (hones entering the University traiton and by gifts from busto tobacco growers in the the demand for the new crop.
The ceremony will be solen:
and- individunlie
Western District. Released by
Open November 30
Pleasant Viet
uf_.Tenuessee-,,at Knoxville next iness.„--industry,
'We are 'pleased to present nized at the
interested in assisting deservcorn, Baptist Church-. tvoo -mile
ant
Holmes Elks, General Manfall.
e
workrecommendations
folk-danc
c1:6,1
A two
students who need finan-; Insurance and Real Estate
ager of Western Dark Fired menbe of an experienced to- south of Dukedom, Novembc, shop, on-SOOnsored by Murray
The expanded ptxpgrani was ing
help.
cial
Tobacco Growers' Associa- bacconist, Mr. Leslie Anderson 25 at 4 p. m.
Univerthe
announced by U-T Dean of
For Best Service in Fire
State College and
Reqaests for application
tion. ,allurray, Kentucky.
Friends and relatives are in- sity of Kentucky, -will be held Students Ralph E. Dunford,
of the J. L. Sher$11 . Tobacco
and Automobile Insuranev
sent to Dr. '
The increase in the support Company, Mayfielid, v/ho has vited to attend.
in the ,gymnasium of Murray who said applications are now blanks should be
,
,of
Dean
Dunford,
Ralph E. •
higher processed
tobacco for export
Mx. and Mrs. Ray L. Thomas State November 30—December being received by his Unice.
SEE
price, together with
e t s, ti-I', -Knoxville.of Fultort are announcing the I, agnounct.s Prof. Rey Steyields and better quality should shpment for many years.
Alseeet•double- the number-or -St-114comtheir wart. chairman of the planning freshman
Charley Stephenson
avail- Deadilne for submitting
scholarships
assure dark tobacco growers in
;'It probably is not, known .to approaching marriage--of
is March 15,
able two years ago, the U-T pleted applications
the' Western - District returns of a great many growers that daughter, Nina Kay, to Billy corrunittee.
The workOmp. which will be awards are valued at $200 each, 1957.
ever $50,000,000 for She 1956 very strong competition has L. Puckett of Dukedom, Tenn.
crop.
loped in the past few true that American grown Dark a training course, in •how to Dean Dunford said.
mixers,
Local seniors ranking in the
There has been an increase years to practically all types Fired Ibbacco costs •consider- lead simple folk games, is for
play-iorty games,
grown tobacco. ahly
upper fourth of their classes
in the disappearance of Dark of American
1" V
in the world mar- and
more
elementary, are eligible to compete for the
(co Taw 1st
Fired Tobacco for both dom- space does not permit discus- kets than does tocco from recreation leaders,
t_i_
n
skase
educatio
physical
and
over
be
'scholarships. Winners must
sion of competition in all types other areas. Our competition in music,
estic use and in exports
beginning folk Tennessee residents, graduatlast year. However, this in- but what is. said about Western Italy and Africa is not relying teachers, 'and
ing from a high school or precreased use has been more Dark Fired Tobacco, LT: S. altogether on the difference in dancers.
Regtstratin fee for adults paratory school in the state
than offset by the larger crop Type 23, will apply to varying price to capture the world marfor
at $2. The fee
during the current school year,
this year in the Dark Fired degrees to Burley and Dark ket for this type of tobacco. has been set
school aga or
Virginia Area and both the Air-Cured which are also pro- They are preparing their to- persons of high The fee doe: who are "well qualified and
St.
•
deserving."
Eastern and Western Districts. duced in this District. The U. bacco for market much more younger is
The scholarships are providDark Fired carefully than do the Ameri- not enclude food and lodging.
Western
23
stocks
Type
S.
old
of
r
carry-ove
The
at ed by the University admilosprincipal competi- cab growers of this type to- Nov. 30, with registration
RECONDITIONED
GUARANTEED
of Dark Air-Cured (one suck- Tobacco our
__pitteram begins Friday.
The
Airand
Italy
from
due
comes
tion
sharply
bacco.
er) has increased
at
ki
tion
stock.
USED CARS
We have complete
Nov.- 30, with registera
these competitors,
to the continued decline in use :ca: and
whose livelihood 5 p, m. in the foyer - of the
dealer
The
s
handicap
under
re- while working
in the United States and
Following
depends on his ability to sell New
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YOUNG GUNS"

FREE!

BEAUTIFUL 49c PLASTIC TEA APRONS

--WHAT HAPPENED TO "pltWAEON HER HONEYMOON?

11,

Clinton
Chainsaw

PACKAGED DRESS LENGTHS

BOYS FLANNEL SHIRTS

$114

$1.99

AIR-CURED TOBACCO SEASON
OPENS IN MAYFIELD DEC. 3
START
FOUR BIG WAREHOUSES IN MAYFIELD WILL
RECEIVING AIR-CURED TOBACCO ON THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 29 AND THE FIRST SALES IN THIS DISTRICT WILL BE HELD IN MAYFIELD ON MONDAY, DECEMBER-17e
Bring Your Tobacco To Mayfield Where The Prices, Grade
For Grade, Are Always Highest On Air-Cured.

MAYFIELD LOOSE LEAF FLOORS
LIGON BROTHERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
1 B. HUMPHRIES LOOSE LEAF FLOORS
MAYFIELD TOBACCO COMPANY

$159.50
Guide Bar and Otakt
• QUICK STARTING
With

• FAST CUTTING
• FINGERTIP CONTROL
• 30 DAY WARRANTY
Positive quick starting in
any climate — any temperature with special high voltage magneto.
Power for cutting any timber Handy fingertip throttle
and oil plunger controls.
Ava,lable in Transmission
or Direct Drive Models
Two Factory-School
graduates available for
sales and service!
CALL 559

For Free Demonstration
(Day rental if desired)

MENS' STRETCH SOX

1st QUALITY NYLON HOSE

Reg. 49c! You don't have to know his
size . . . these nylon stretch sox fit all
sizes perfectly. Smart clocks, patterns
or rib knits in solid colors. First quality.

Reg. 69c! 51-gauge, 15 denier, flatteringly- sheer, yet strong an11 duriable.
Choice lovely shades; sizes 81,4-11.
Limit 3 pairs to customer.

38c

Pr.

'
Pr

lst- QUALITY PILLOWCASES

1t QUALITY DIAPERS

Snowy-white muslin is a smooth, strong
type 130. Wide, carefully-stitched hems.
42 x 36-inches!

Save! Reg. $1.99 doz.! Birdseye woven
cotton Rt. soft, strong, extra absorbent.
Full 27 inches square. Limit 2 dozen per
customer.

19c

Ea*

$1.66 Doz.

,r".17111111111111.111rwin.,,z1

Complete Service

SHAINBERG'S

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE

1111111111 1111111

Commercial Ave. — Fulton

411c

STORE
-UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
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CHILDREN Of WAR
DEAD ENTITLED TO
FREE SCHOOLING

SOCIAL SECURITY
INFORMATION

Have you ever thought of
your Social Security card as
Few Have Applied
an insurance policy? You may
not think of it as an insurance
Under New Benefits
Many young Kentucky men palicy—indeed it is in many
ways different from any reguand women'
whose parents died
of iniuries or diie' axes result- ar policy--yet that in effect
• what" it s. It promises a
ing from their military service
apparenty are not aware of the certain degree of protection aeducational benefits provided gainst loss of income due to
by recently enacted State and death or old age. Social SecurFederal laws, Ray R. Adams, ity as basically a scheme to
Manager of the Veterans Ad- keep widbwa, orhpans and old
ministration Regional Office in people from being loft destitute.
Louisville, stated today.
Can a wife with earnings
The Louisville VA Office has
received only 48 applications under Social Securtiy draw disfor educational assistance un- sbility benefits? •
A. Yes, at age 50.
der the War Orphans EducaQ. What happens when she
tion Program, a law -that was
enacted by the last session of reaches age 62^
Congress. Adams said.
A. If she is drawing disabilThis law provided that young ity benefits at 62 she can inmen or women generally be- stead, draw a wife's regular
tween 18 and 23 years of age. benefit based on her husbands
whose deceased parents served earnings, if it . is larger.
in World War 1, World War
Q. Does income other then
II or the Korean Conflict may earnings elect the disability
apply for the educational pro- payments?
gram.
A. No. A disabled person can
F.ducation may be taken in receive his benefits even if he
colleges and universities, as has substantial income from inwell a s below-college-I evel vestments. But any payments
schools End regular high school received under State worktraining is not included in the men's compensation laws or
new law, and below scollege- disability programs of federal
level murses must equip stu- agencies will reduce the sum
dents for a definite vocational he gets from Social Security.
Q. Can children draw beneobjective.
The new law also provides fits too?
A. Yes, if certain requirefor special restorative training
for children with physical or ments are met.
Q. What are these requiremental disabilities which would
In 1853, Stephen Collins Fosthinder pursuit of a regular ments?
er published his immortal song,
program of education.
serving in the U. S. Armed "My Old Kentucky Home."
The Federal government Forces,
or who died as a result
makes a grant of SI lo a month
of injury incurred while in the
How Christian
tt‘ eligible students attending
Armed Forces.
full time training.
In order to obtain this beneScience Heals
Adams also pointed out that fit, the
war orphan must have "The
the last session of the KenHealing Message Of
lived in Kentucky for five
tuck Legislature enacted a
The
Lord's Prayer"
Years immediately
preceeding
1.iw authorizing free tuition at
(1270 Kra Sunday 9:15
his application for admission to
State supported colleges for college,
and his relationship to
the children of Kentucky serthe deceased serviceman must
vicemen who were killed while
be shown by birth certificate,
adoption papers, or other evidence. The father's military
- A:WITHER BIG
service and the cause of his
death must be vertified by the
Veterans Administration as a
part of determining the child's
eligibility.
This program for war orpInsurance and Real Estate
hans of Kentucky provided by
!sing terrn Farm issirui at
State law, Adams stated, will
not affect the benefits avail_
Lew lt.jtr of Trite', ,t
ble wider tile War Orphans
SEF
Educational Assistance Act
Charles T. runnon
passed by the Cangress and admiruatered
Chart,14 ;:". iiurrotr
by the
Veterans
Administratir.

VA Points Out That

I rct.kote

tenson

'D

ivaila-

IRCUeffect

A. The child of a retired
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
worker can get a child's monthly benefit equal to one-half
The supremacy of spiritual
of your benefit. To qualify, the
law will be set forth at Chrischild must file an application !
tian Science services Sunday in
and at the time be under 18,1
the Lesson-Sermon entitlpd
unmarried, and dependent up- '
"Gad the Only Cause arid
on you for support.
Creator."
Q. How long can a child
Scriptural selections will indraw benefits?
clude Paul's statement to the
. A. J.Tritil age 18. if the child
Galations (3:21): "Is the law
is not disabled. The change in 41110.1111.1noittaileiliesairourse
then against the promiSes of
the 1956 law permits disabled
God? God forbid: for if there
It's
A
Boy
children to. draw benefits so
had been a... law given which
long as the child remains tot- - Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. could have given life, verily
Stanley
Beadles of Fulton on
ally
disabled, regardless of
righteousness should have been
age. The child must have been the birth of a six pound, 14 by the law."
ounce
son,
born
Novemb
er
14,
disabled before reaching age
Correlative
passages to be
at 7:45 a m. at Haws Hospi18.
read from "Science and Health
tal.
Q. What about children that
with Key to the Scriptures"
are 18 or over at the time a It's A Girl:
by Mary Baker Eddy include
worker retires?
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. the following (273:21-24): "God
A. At age 18 or over, the Jack
Henderson of
Fulton, never ordained a material law
child is not eligible for bene- Route 4, on the bulb
of a to annul the spiritual law. If
fits unless totally disabled be- six pound, four ounce, daughthere were such a material law,
fore age 18.
ter. She was born Not'. 18 at it would oppose the supremacy
Q. If you die, leaving chil- 3 a.
m. at the Fulton Hospital. of Spirit, God, and impugn the
dren that are drawing benefits,
wisdom of the creator."
are the benefits increased at
The Golden Text is from JerOWN WORST ENEMY
your death?
emiah (10:10, 12): "The. Lord
It was a bad day for Tirzor is the true Gor, he is the livA. Yes. If you die leaving
only one child meeting the re- Medina of San Diego, Califor- ing GocC and an everlasting
quirements, he gels 75 percent nia—he fell into his own elec- king . . . He hath
made the
of what your -Sten retirement tronic trap.
earth by his power, he hath
Medina's job is check the established the world by
benefit amounted to. If you
his
leave more than one child, radar speed traps in San Diego wisdom, and hath stretched out
each gets one-half of your re- to see they are in tip-top the heavens by his discretion."
tirement benefit plus one-quar- shape.
ter of it divided by the numHe knows now they are. The
Not every one who disber of children Suppose your cops gave Medina a ticket for charges his debts of gratitude
monthly retirement benefit is speeding through one of his can plume himself
on being
$80 per month and you die own traps.
grateful.
—La Rochefoucauld
leaving 2 dependent children.
Each will get 850 a month.
These benefits will continue
until the children reach age
Your New York Life Agent in
18. A child totally disabled beFulton Is
fore age 18 can continue drawing benefits after age 18.

BURROW CANNON

JAMES PHARIS

PHONE

1Z51-W

700 COLLEGE ST.
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More Counties OK
Health Dept. Taxes
State Health Commissioner
Russell E. Teague has praised
passage of new public health
taxes by eight more counties
as a "business-like way to Pay
for services of a health department."
Dr. Teague 'added-"this is a
good way for counties to obtain money needed for their
share in the new public health
foundation program."
To take part in the program,
each county must provide a
share of its operating expenses,
to be determined by equalized
property values in the county:
Counties that approved the
tax at the last general election
are Pike, Grayson, Jessamine,
Pendleton, Powell, Nicholas,
Trimble and Wayne.
Bracken, Calloway, Fulton,
Henry, Lewis, Mason, McCreary, Perry and Webster
Counties had approved the tax
in previous elections.
Go to Church Sunday!

MAILMAN'S TRAP
The Post Office Department
Is proud of its boast that nothing will stop its carriers from
taking the mail through. . . but
one postman ran into a problem not dovered by regulations.
George Taylor stopped at an
apartment. in Salt Lake City S.. • s
delivered a couple of letters
and then started out . . but
he never made it.
The lock on the door jammed and Taylor was trapped
in the building for two hours.
Finally a -passer-by heard tha
mailman pleas for help. . . .
and summoned a locksmith.
Go to Church Sunday!

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
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HUNDREDS
of today's most wanted colors
for home decoration,
New Is fioss Pittsbergi Pits biting; am cows
Wallhide Rubberized Satin Finish
Wallhicle Alkyd Flat Wall Paint
Satinhids Enamel
Wallas Glom Enamel
PITI'SFIURGFI

Maestro
Colors

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
• LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE
• GROUP INSURANCE • EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
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MERCURY'S NEW FLOATING RIDS absorbs
bumps
Coupe, in Mercury's loweet priced series. Never before beforrthey get-to you. Shown above, the stunning Monterey Pti
-'
ae?*
or:.has it been possible to buy so much bigness and luxury
for so little money.

latter-

wo%
riNnt
!n per

• Full 70 x 80 Inches!

• A Laroe Selection!
• Regularly priced at $5.95
• Buy Now! Special Price!

c•-ss

here's the greatest combination of bump-smothering
features ever put.
between you and the road. Exclusive Full-Cushion Shoc
k Absorbers!
New eswept-back ball-joint front suspension! New
road-hugging
center of gravity! New balanced weight distribution! New
bigness
in every important dimension! Working together, they
result in an
amazing new Floating Ride! You have to feel it to believe ifl
We invite
you to come down to our Mercury showroom and do just that_tod
ay!
Straight out of tomorrow_

THE BIG MERCURY _or 0/ with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
Highway 45, North
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fective date of this law.
(4) In the event the Superintendent of Public Instruction
is unable to arrive at a satisfactory agreement with the
two boards of education concerning the transfer of the inwithin one
property
volved
hundred twenty days from the
time it is presented to him,
either boAird_may_ request..That.
he bring the matter on for
hearing before the State Board
of Education at its next regularly scheduled meeting. In that
event, he shall file with the
State Board of Education all
the facts which he has gathered, the recommendation he has
made, and the basis for his
recommendation, for their consideration.
(5) Within at least ten days
before the holding of any hearing provided, for in subsection
two or subsection four of section 160 045 of the Kentucky
Revised Statutes, , the Superintendent of Public Instruction
notice
written
serve
shall
thereof, by registered mail, on
the respective boards fixing the
time and place at which the
hearing shall be conducted. All
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destirability of the prothe
of
Don Stewart, Rt. 5, Fulton; posed annization from the vanCan be found in our
Luther Pickens, Rt. 2, Water tage point of all interested prNN:k
baby department. Baby
Valley; Will Bancom, Fulton; sons.
B.
d;
Crutchfiel
Myatt,
Amita
G i ft s and everyday
(3) In thaw instances where
COME IN AND SEE ITI
B. Stephenson, Fulton; Mrs. the requested transfer will renecessities.
Valley;
Water
Ruby Linder,
sult in a surplus of physical
Gifts Wrapped Free
Luther Gosstun, Water Valley; plant, facilities or equipment
Owens, Rt. 2, WatWES TENN DEPT. Mrs. VeslerMrs.
in the transferring school disMike Fry, Ful- trict, the Superintendent of
er Valley;
STORE, Inc.
tan; Guy Yates, Rt. 2 Water Public Instruction shall deterAND FURNITURE CO.
the
Valley; Mrs. J. H. Hale, Ful- mine an equitable plan for
Fulton
Phone I
208 Lake St.
transfer of any such surplus
ton.
to the annexing district as his
plan may determine will be
needed. His plan shall be based
on the 'fair value of such property on a replacement basis,
taking into consideration its
age and condition. In any consuggestions
and
siderations
which he may propose for the
settlement of the differences
between the boards of education, he shall be bound by any
agreement outstanding between
the boards of education of the
school districts upon the -ef-

BIGGEST
VALUE
IN TOWN!

the alurnini at
Taylor attend
Wednesday
Cuba High Seh
night
ray and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
sLeMr. and Mrs. T. C.
turned home Satu ay after
visiting in Elizabeth,. N. J. a
few days last week as the
gue•ts of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weems, -Larry and Mrs.
Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Tremon Rickman and Mrs.
McNatt.
Mrs. Willie Crittended is getting along nicely in the Fuller
Gilliam hospital, where she had
surgery last week. Her sons
W. A. and Howard have returned to their homes after attending the bedside of their
mother.
Mrs. Pearl Carr is in St.
Louis at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews
and Larry visited friends in
Paducah Saturday night and
Sunday.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce
attended the wedding of Nina
Kay Thomas'and Billy—Puckett
View
Pheasant
Sunday at
Church.

Continued From Page 1
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Will Start Receiving Dark Air-Cured Tobacco
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29th For The First Big Sale

Tuesday, December 4th
The Record Shows That You Get Higher Prices For Your Tobacco On The MURRAY MARKET. The MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET Offers The Best Unloading Facilities In The
Area. There Is Always Plenty Of Room With No Crowding.

THE RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
HIGHER PRICES — YEAR AFTER YEAR

SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON THE

MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET
WHERE YOU CAN BANK THE DIFFERENCE"

GRAND PRIZES

Try

These

Prices.

SUITS — — — — 85c
DRESSES — — — 85c'
PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY 61
CLEANERS, INC.
— PHONE 130 —

STO
stov
Fur
Chur
SANT
the
bicy.
any
inch
lEIOW
'

Wes
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(low
tut

piece
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and
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for t
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36 OTHER CASH PREIS
Sh.

39 TROPHIES

in
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Call Office

RA 1)1
of
$24.:
Save
pan
tun.

WPM'

'
3 BIG
1,000.00

Over Spots
on Clothes?

The
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or
Ne
aqui.

5,100.00 CASH

MURRAY TOBACCO MKT.
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FULTON HARDWARE

LONG
FACED

MAK
him
x's•-•*Stf.47 •
$74.
nit
Sir

NOW
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You'll

ALWAYS
A GOOD
SHOW

THE GIANT
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Sh
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ha%
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112
_
SLA1
kill
335
My

%•ice
Ful
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WALDRW

ATTENTION
DARK AIR-CURED
TOBACCO GROWERS

CLA

POS
fer-

I

VACUUM
CLEANER

to Church Sunday!

for herein
he tiring.: prow i
shall be open to the public.
and any interested person may
appear and be heard in accordance with such rules and re•
gulsitiens as the State Board to
Fr.ucation may prescribe with
eferdi •e• thereto.
Se:t ion 1611,050 af the Kentucky Revised Statstss is hereisystepealed—
Section 160.060 of the Ken
tucky Revised Statutes is hero.
by repealed.

SENSATIONAL
cgee ee1
ama 4"/
Za.
SOUTHERN MATE! FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fonion

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

at

Stindy

CLASSIFIED ADS

RIVE-IN
'ity Iiiway
DEC. 1-2
AFFAIR
R"o-mine
.
_
DOWN
Taylor

IMF-alai
while you waft Forrester',
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
GOING GOING But we still
have a few left. Big 14 Piece
laving Room Group $158.00
Trade with 'Wad, and Save.
Corn
Furniture
Wade
112 Lake Street.
SLAUGHTER house open now,
killing beef and hogs Call
335 day or night. Paul DeMyer Farm.
POSTED and No-hunting signs;
for-rent signs, made to your
specifications
Prompt service, economical prices. The
Fulton News. 209 Commercial Avenue.
MAKE PAPPY HAPPY. Give
him a big comfortably lounge
.,,:asies.ehair for Christmas,
$74 50 at Wade's. Wade Furniture Company, 112 Lake
Street, Fulton.
SALESBOOKS of all descriptions are available from the
Fulton News. Short orders
made right in our shop to
your specifications; we are
agents- for the largest salesbook companies in the business Let us quote you on
your next order. The Fulton News, 209 Commercial
Ave.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Mahagft of
Thi• Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 074.

Come to Wade Furniture
SANTA CLAUS available for WELLS DRILLED for Industry FOR RENT: Floor sanding maCompany. We would like to
chine and electric floor polishand homes. Modern equipor
parties, large
holiday
show you our huge stocks,
ment, experienced workmen. er and electric vacuum cleansmall. Phone Coffee Shop at
including desks, what-nots,
en. Exchange Furniture Co.
Write or cal! Watson Co.,
9175, Fulton
reading and desk lamps, unPhone 35, Church Street.
Phone
261.
Fulton.
Ky,
PRICES PAID for country
usual tables, mirrors, framed
CLOSEOUT - Linoleum and 10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
eggs. Smith's Cafe.
decorator pictures. Trade with
lac, 14c
only
blocks,
plastic
in
Seal
Linoleum
size Gold
WE PRINT
-gmdreds of thousWade and Save. Wade Furniand 13c per olock while preFurniture
Exchange
stock.
ands of envelopes, stateture Company, 112 Lake
lasts.
Exchange
sent
stock
Company, 207 Church Street,
mente, letterheads, business
Street. Eulion._
CompaA.L._
Furniture
-Fulton.
•
- -cards and office forms yearFulton.
Church Street,
p?
ly for businessmen all over
rubber at
A
LOOKING FOR A small Christ- NEED
the Ken-Tenn area, right in FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
Prompt service available at
mas gift that is not expentags always in stock; from
the Fulton News office.
our own well-equipped shop.
sive, yet extremely practical?
the largest to the smallest.
Send us your next order. The
or
plain
'em
You can buy
Fulton News, phone 470:
we'll 'print "em for you. If
-The printing number".,
you need shipping tees, come
EEC* AND GREEN Velveteen:
to the Fulton News office,
the leading fabric for the
209 Commercial Avenue.
holiday season, at Fulton
Fabric Shop on Commercial SPECIAL: good Dixie gas cook
stove $39.95. Twin tubs on
Avenue.
stand, $6.50 at Wade's Used.
roWELL and nuDY Shoe Repair offers you pron,at, accu- -Trade with Wade and Save.
Wade's Used, 112 Main Street
rate service- at moderate coat.
phone 478.
204 Church Street, Fulton.
r..rE---a-ssortment of Peer- FOR THE BEST Deal On Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
less and Milligan woolens by
See James 0 Butts at The
the yard, and,vrenmants can
Co.,
e:aldwell
Harvey
be found at Fulton Fabric
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Shop on Commercial Avenue.
Phone 874. We trade for your
FARM FOR SALE: -40 acres,
old equipment.
gr.od land, with house. Loc_
ated Graves County, Ky. on
milk route, school bus route,
two miles from Dukedom, SURE INSURANCE
Tennessee on gravel road;
AT
one mile north of State Line.
Write Mrs Kathleen Golden,
LOW COST
Rex 22, Homewood, Illinois.
GOOD WEATHER to buy a
good coal stove, from $17.50
WHY PAY MORE?
to $64.95; Lawson gas heaters, $59.95 and up at Wade's
Vi4d.-Trade with Wade and
iFk-Siiiith Agency
Save. Wade's Used, '112 Main
456 Lake Street
Street; phone 478.

A&P'S FAMOUS QUALITY CUT UP PAN-READY

FRYING CHICKENS
lb.

UNEXPECTED change makes
available good Ftawleigh business in Fulton County or
city of Fulton. Splendid business in this district for 2$
years Exceptional opportunity for right man. See Or
write Myrtle Johnson, R. R.
2. Dukedom, Tenn. or write
HAV.Leigh's, Dept. KYK-1071201. Freeport, Ill.

V

'Lan

•••

FARM LOANS
1., g

errns--

WEBB'S

I

NO PRINTING JOB too Inge'
or • too small for the Fulton
News to do for you. Rest
equipped shop in Fulton to
serve you. Phone 470.

Welding. Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell street
next to Pierce-Cequin

TRAVEL BARGAIN! Big three- 1
piece luggage set. Only $19.115;
at Wade's. Trade with Wade
and Save, Wade Furnitte
Company, 112 Lake Strel
Lumber Co.
Fulton..."
845
'Phone
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
is available at the Fulton;
News office. See our samKEEP THIS AD!
ple, we are exclusive agents
for the 'finest engraving comOver 20,000 Arthritic and
have
-pany in the midwest The Rheumatic Sufferers
Fulton News, 209 Commereitaken this Medicine since it
el Avenue.
has been on the market. It
ELECTRIC MIXERS make is inexpensive, can be taken
in the home. For Free insplendid „Christmas gifts. We
formaton, give name and
have them from $19.95. Trade
address to P. 0. Box 522,
with Wade and Save. Wade
hot Springs, Arkansas.
Furniture Company. 112 Lake
.,,Street. Fulton

FS

-Phones 62 or 160-W-

STOVETtPE,--Fltio-vii, Tampers,
-Easy Payments
stove boards. etc. Exchange
207
Company.
Furniture
Church Street. Fulton.
Give one ,of FOR RENT: 4-room apartment
ATKINS, HOLMAN
SAPFrits- -SAYS
and bath, private. Located
there Western Flyer standard
corner Fourth and College,
bicycles! 28-inch sae. regulAND FIELDS
Phone Mrs. Grace Griffin,
arly $43.95, now $38.95: 241722.
inch size, regularity $42.95,
now $37.95; 20-inch size. regot it, you
gularly $39 95, now $36.95. IF YOU HAVEN'T
can't sell it what we don't
Western Auto Store, Lake
have at our Used store we
Street. Fulton.
have at the New store on MI Main St
Phone I
Arthur
Lake Street. Call
BRIGHTEN HER HOME winMatheny for a trade at either
dow with one of our beautistore Trade with Wade and
practical
ornamental.
ful,
Save Wade's Used. 112 Main
Hurricane lamps, only $1295
$295
from
Street; phone 478.
lamps
• Other
Trade with Wade and Save.
Company, Bring your repair jobs ti,
Furniture
Wade
112 Lake Street, Fulton.
-

Smoked Picn:cs
Slab Bacon ...
Seafood Steaks
OR IONA
BARTLET
PEAR HALVES
.

.

Pineapple

A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD
Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.

TIMM.* MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tenn,
MAP

Shop today! Select your gifts now before the December rush starts
at your liesure from a full stock!

See Santa I
In Person i

Apples

ALL PURPOSE

FRIDAY

Potatoes

1 00

WAR WICE
Chocolate Covered

Peanut Butter

SULTANA

L0110 32°
P

WANT
PKG.

75.,

lb.

49C

PLIOF
BAG

2QC

SAX

L
U

1-LB.
BOX

49°

VV

PLIOFILM
BAG

25°

35c
129

6 ST4Lt941t

Cherry Pie

JAR

2

SAKS
ISO FT.
NOLL
SOK
*002.
CAM

29t
190
24$
33°

336

(viEE)
Glazed

2 LE- 69' Fruit Cakes
Orange Juice
Cheese

f•To7

JANE
PARKER
REG. 49c
JANE PAIKER
1 Y2-LB. 1.39
A&P FROZEN
CONC.

EA-

3

6

SHARP OR
DOMESTIC SWISS

ea

43°

2'9

6-02.
CANS

95'

LB.

59'

A&P's BARGAIN BOOK-A-WEEK OFFER

Funk & Wagnalls ENCYCLOPEDIA
EACH VOLUME ONLY 994' WITH ANY PURCHASE
VOLUME NO. 9 ON SALE THIS WEEK

DETERGENT
111-07.
TX°.
"'
(
PKG. 37

2'9

Daft
DETERGENT

LG.
PUG.

BAG

49,

:"
2 MA

Donuts

Dash

Joy Liquid

39c

JANE PARKER

Cherries

3,7%
Lake Street

4

ANN PAGE PURE __

Strawberry

00

15c

141
tt;

BAG

A&P INSTANT COFFEE

SATURDAY

Folios, Ky.

1

29-0Z.
CANS

(14-0z. Bottles)

2

Yellow Onions U.S. No. 1
FLOORRIDRAUBDYUNRECDAN
Grapefruit

Blue Cheer
FRANKLIN

/

VENTVIEW

3 to 4:00 p.m.

P.M.

4c

99,
3113. 3-0z. Can

U.S. No. 1 WHITE

Woodburys Soap "T.1
Kitchen Charm Wax Paper
Burnetts Color Kit
Dole Pineapple S'ICED

WEEK

NCY

LB. 69c

College Inn Whole Chicken

Preserves 3 11Als i

IN OUR STORE THIS(

BEN

HALIBUT
RN \ b.
ERN
0
szy.4E40
sszy

HILLSDALE SLICED

JONATHAN

29c

SU1)ER RIGHT lb. 39C
ANY SIZE CUT

3

SULTANA FRUIT

Cocktail

SUPER RIGHT
lb.
4 To 8-LB. Avg.

s Tomato Catchup
'
Libby

OUR TOYLAND IS OPEN

2 to 4:00

and charges to its customers
:n Kentucky. A schedule of the
proposed rates will be promptly filed at the local exchange
office. A hearing upon said apNOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS plication will be held by the
Public Service Commission of
The_ Southern Bell Telephone Kentucky at -1U-- offices in
and Telegraph Company has Frankfort, Kentucky at 9:00 A.
applied to thee Public Service M. on December 18, 1956.
Commission of Kentucky for
Read The Classified Ads!
authority to increase its rates

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric. Phone 201.

You Can Put Your Trust In Super Right Quality Meats!

RADIOS RADIOS: your choice
of colors. Prices start at
$24.50 Trade with Wade and
Save Wade Furniture Cornpar*'. 112 Lake Street, Fulton.

CAVP8111
One* sseett
istarat
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SOMETHING IN

The Thanksgiving season his
turned into the appearance of
a Christmag Season with the
snowfall -soft Monday. Many
visitors were in the community and some from the community visited out of the community over the holidays.
lay and Kenneth Terrell

from Detroit spent the holidays!
with homefolks.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Waston
Mr. and Mrs. Wilma Jones
visited awhile Sunday night
from Paducah spent the holiwith Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow
days with homefolks.
and Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and Lovellen from Knoxville
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Ina Bellew visited Sunday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Eland Mrs. Harvey Vaughn.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones moore Copelen and family.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green
and Jimmie left for their home
after had Thanksgiving dinner with
-Detratt---Saturday
in
spending a week with rela- Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
tives. They are Mr. and Mrs. and family.
Mr. Bonnie Williams and
Pete Foster of Detroit were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. daughter visited Thursday with
Mrs. Lorene Howell.
D. J. Jones.
Mrs. Eva Sanders visited
Miss Jean Walls who is
teaching in Memphis spent the Mrs. 5Ada Hale Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kimholidays with home folki.
Thomas Ray Bondurant from bro and Sandra Kay are enIndianoplis, Ind. is spending a joying a new T. V. set.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Jotuifew days with home folks.
Ray I3ondurant who has been son and baby, visited relatives
a patient at the Jones hospi- in this communty this weektal for a few days will go to edd.
Mrs. Leois Elliott is visiting
Memphis Monday where he
relatives for the past week in
will undergo surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. OrVin Morri- St. Louis
spent
Mrs. Bonnie Watkins
son spent the holidays with
their. sons, Herbert and Billie awhile Monday afternoon with
and families in Memphis."Orvin Mrs. Thelma Dillon.
will return to Memphis Monday where he will enter the
veterans hospital for treat- Elliott-Thorpe
Wedding Revealed
ments.
Sympathy is extended to the
Miss Laura Novecene Elliott,
loved ones ,of Mrs. Albert daughter of Mrs. Laura ElBrundige who was buried on liott and the late Mr. Taylor
New Elliott of Fulton, and John
at
Thanksgiving day
Hope.
Floyd Thorpe of Fancy Farm,
Mrs. Garrett Brundige and Kentucky were married Saturspent
Nashville
Corla Fay from
day. November 17.
the holidays with homefolks.
The double ring ceremony
Mr. an4 Mrs. Herbert Talley was performed by Rev. Richand famiri visited Mr. and Mrs. ard Clements in the East Corinth Baptist Church in Corinth,

Yipee! No school Wednesday
afternoon. Thursday or Friday.
It makes one feel almost human again.
The ball games last Friday
Mills
Woodland
night with
were quite thrilling. Although
the girls didn't have quite as
hard a tune winning as they
thought they would. The final
Most dairyisien are gradually
score was W. 41. 21 S. F.'63. - accepting the theory that diary
The boys had a closer game. heifers should be bred by
The "Wildcats" gave them quite weight rather than by age. Yet
a hard way to go. But the when an exceptionally fast "Devils" came through in the developing heifer comes along,
end to win 58 to 46,
some dairymen hesitate to folAgain Monday night both low the breed by weight theory
South Fulton teams 'were vic- on the belief that such early
torious, this time over the breeding may in some way enDixie "Rebels". The girls led danger the heifers productive
all the way and ended the potential.
game with a score that surResearch and practice have
prised everyone. S. F. 66 D. 37. shown that it is advantageous
The boys however nad a hot- to breed Holstein or Brown
ter game this nine also. They Swiss heifers at 750 pounds,
led the "Rebels" all the way Ayishires at 650 pounds,:Guerbut sometimes he only a few nseys at 550 pounds and Jerpoints. Anyway they terminated seys at 500 pounds regardless
their gamic with a 63 to 47 of how old the animal is at
this time.
victory.
If heifers are grown on a
Mr. Puy Finch, Sophomore
manageco-sponsor, is in Haws Hospi- proper feeding and
tal. We are sorry to hear of ment program, they will ordiyour illness Mr. Finch. Every- narily reach breeding weight at
one in school misses you, so 12 to 15 months of age. This
puts them in the milking string
hurry back!
Now and
The Junior Hi basketball at 21 to 24 months.
heifer-May
suits were given—oat-Monday. then a big growthy
at under
The girl's team this year con- reach breeding weight
sists of: Barbara Peeples, Mary 12 months of age. There should
in breeding
Jane Crews, Brenda Brockwell, be no hesitancy
old if
months
12
under
her
StiAnne
Bonnie Usrey, Mary
the proper
reached
has
she
nett, Lynn Dyrcus. Rosemarry
breed and if,
Clark. and Janie Taylor There weight for her
the dairyman conare still two more suits to be of course.
tinues to feed and manage her
given out.
The lineup of the boy's team
will be given next week.
Peggy Counce is resting comfortably in Haws Hospital. She
has idst had her tonsils taken
out. Poor "Peg"!
Linda Weems is also in Haws
Hospital, -but she-his—a broken
arm. Poor thing.
Hurry up you all . and . get
beck to school! !

KEEP YOUR TV IN
TOP SHAPE
A regular TV tune-up
keeps your set in perfect adjustment for
better viewing, better
sound. Let us tune up

Miss Glenda Kindred of Fulton and Mr. Edward Griffin
were
of Clayton, Tennessee
their only attendants.
The bride wore a beige faille dress with brown accessories
and a corsage of white pompoms.
The couple are both employed vrith M. Livingston Company and at the present are
making their home at 306 Paschall Street in Fulton.

your TV now.

Freeman Harwood during the
holidays.
Mr. Ben Jones has been dismissed from the hospital in
Memphis where he has been a
IT'S HERE
patient for the past few mon- The Sensational New Invention
ths.
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Harold
No
Belts — No Straps —
Terrell, who is teaching in
No Odors
Granite City, Ill., spent the
Approved by Doctors — The
holidays with homefolks.
World's Most Comfortable
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Miller
Truss
family
Nanney
the
entertained
with a Thanksgiving dinner.
CO.
DRUG
CITY
Thanksgiving dinner guests
Fulton
St.
Lake
408
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan were Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph McKnight and Loy-,
ellen, Mrs. Hontas Mbore, Mrs.
Opal Pounds, Mrs. D. J. Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wright
and Mike.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McConnell and daughters visited Mr.
and Mrs. Will Reed during the
holidays.
Mrs. Clovis Nanney who has
been a patient at the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis for the
past several days has returned
to the home of her daughter.
Mrs. Harry Watts.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs has returned after a visit to her brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milarn; in
Memphis. Franks health is unimproved

A NAME!

Despite Shakespeare, one
man in Long Beach, California,
says there is something in a
name. . . . and he wants to
change his.
Bonnie Clare Quinn told the
judge he wants to be known
legally as Bruce Carl Quinn.
'I am tired of
Said
receiving letters addressed to
Mrs: Bonnie Quinn."

S. E. Holly, Office Manager
for Fulton County ASC. statpd
that the county office had _received forms for making ap1957 New Grower
pliàikiii
Cotton Allotment. Persons desiring to make application may
receive Form MQ-25, Upland
Cotton, upon request at the
properly.
ASC Office. Request must be
Some dairymen wonder if a
by February. 15, 1957 to
filed
heifer is. sexually, mature at be eligible for consideration.
le% than 12 months old. Actually, the calf matures sexually,
much earlier, but until she has
matured physically—as reflected in her weight—she should
not be bred. If proper breeding weight is used as a gauge,
She will not be judged mature
physically before she is mature
sexually.
In breeding by weight, the
calf must be grown on'a sound
which does
feeding program
not allow her to -get fat, but
which sjimulates fast normal
growth. Extra inionie comes to
the dairyman who get their
heifers in the milking string
early and w. a sound basis.
everywhere
dairymen
Good
take advantage of the best and
most modern feeds and feeding
programs in order to develop
their heifers fast and economically.

a

CHILDREN WILL LOVE IT!
(Grown-Up ('hildren, too)

and

LttI Boy Blue — Three Little Kittens — Old Woman in A Shoe — Baa Baa Black Sheep — Three
Blind Mice — Mary, Mary Quite Contrary — Little
Miss Muffett — Mary Had A Liittle Lamb — Gid
King Cole — Queen of Hearts — Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater — Little Bo Peep — Sing a Song of Six-

Wash it that aod again! You
can't mar the matchless
beauty of this de lass lataa
wall pains.
Gorgeoae solos $589
Remedy to uss. Emery
41144
to apply. Ono gallon
does th• sv•rairts
room at soky
oats

‘lurray, f'ulton and llf Won High Schoolx
and Tilghman and Lincoln of Paducah.

01Viettu1!uall

Save Space, Install a

every inch

Happy you to solve Christmas shopping
problems with gay gifts of additional
phones in decorator colon! Here's smart,
modern convenience for Grandma's bedside table.
the
Dad's den... Mom's kiahen
teenager's room. For a special friend, to save
steps and make life easier all
through the year.
Each gift phone is gaily Christmaswrapped, with card for your name.
Delivered before Christmas. installed
any time. The modest cost can be
charged to your telephone bill.
Order today! Call our business
office or ask any
installer-repairman
you happen to see.

Nothing
Down

GRAHAM
FURNITURE (0

Chevrolet's new eel

Alt Sport

Coupe Body by

Fitter, oh course

to 245.• And there's a choice of Iwo
automatic drives as extra-cost options:
famous, frisky Powerglide, or Turboglide,Chevy's new super-smooth automatic that brings you triple-turbine
takeoff. And you'll like the '57
Chevy's new and daring design!
Stop by and pick out your favorite
You'lll'especially like the new Chevy's
remarkable pep and handling ease. among the 20 sweet, smooth and
New V8 horsepower options range up sassy new Chevrolet models.

It longer and lower. And livelier,
with new power (even fuel injection!) plus Turboglide—the first
and only triple-turbine automatic drive.
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Put awell to wall
carpet of warmth on
your floors, . . have
even, eteady beet in
th• farthest corners,
Easy to Install. fits
Into the wall between
etude.
•Takes No Boor Spoor
...Not Is s
Reglstml
•Cinulotes Neat
Through 'IOW locos
• Makes low Cass
"lone li•ating- Easy
•Exclusive -NeatEconomizer• Directional Mower
Available
• Gas Saving -rimRibbon- Bunwr
• Complete, Acarrate
Safety Controls
•EASY FHA TERMS
3 Years to Pay
Pay As UM* As
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By Mary Nell° Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

The lovely—so lovely SNOW FLAKES that filled the
air Monday morning -DIMed us OUT of the "after Thanksgiving" DOLDRUMS—and put us into a REAL "Christmasy" frame of mind. It doesn't seem SO many years ago
that we had a few days to RELAX after Thanksgiving—
before we projected our thoughts toward Christmas. But
these are accelerated times, we supposZ. And it wasn't
just the snowflakes that gave us the Christmas Spirit—
the radios and T.V. seta burst forth with Christmas carols, the newspapers ran Christmas advertising. So—WE
put the Pilgram Fathers out of our minds, too— and let
Jolly St. Nick come in.

IP •

But we don't forget how
thankful we were for the lovely Thanksgiving Season—even
though OUR boy wasn't home.
But we shared the joy of many
other parents whose sons and
daughters DID come horne
We were so happy to see
Wendell Newman who' always
remembers to come by for a
chat. Louise, his lovely wife
was ever so busy—what with
hosteasing a party for brideelect Glenda Sue Brown and
going to many other affairs
given for the charming young
lady. Wendell and Louise live
in Lafayette, Indiana where
Wendell is attending Purdue
University. And—he not only
GOES to school (and works on
a Master's Degree in Engineeringl—but he is an associate
prnfeitsor, Louise is a busy
young wife, too SHE teaches
at a email school in Montmorencl. Indiana, which is 10 miles
from Lafayette

Wo-

We stopped by Elise Weeks,
for a chat on Friday and aa re
happy In %se Irredrica flq,son
and Jimmie Whitnel Fredrica
roes to Memphis State and
Jimmie to Vanderbilt Jimmie
and Fredrica graduated at Fulton High in the same class—
so----they always spend some
time together visiting friends-and it is SUCH a nice thing
to do All of the mothers and
dads really like to have the
young folks around.

vry

•
•
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Kay Cherry and her two attractive visitor,. Linda King of
Dry Ridie. Ky. and Carolyn
Parry of Houston. Texas came
out for a chat with us on Saturday afternoon. All three girls
go to II K • and belong to
Alpha Delta Pi. How nice ‘t
was to learn that CarOlyn, the
TEXAS gal had been a dinner
guest in September of Mary
Weak. Dicken and hubby, John
Hawkins DieVen at their apartment in Ho6ston. That really
was in the "small world" department. You. see. it was this
way---Carolyn was "pinned" to
a Kappa Sigma Who is in the
Air Force at Ellington and he
is a frat brother of John's.
When Carolyn told Mary Davis
that she was entering the Uni%entity of _Kentucky in a week
or so--Mary immediately told
her that a friend of hers (Kay)
Fulton, was also an
from
Alpha Delta Pi at U. K. Carolyn had attended the Univer4,
sity of Houston last year where
she had joined the sorority. So
—of course, she and Kay have
friendship.
enjoyed
good
a
(Frankly, we just think Carolyn is a DEAR)

Here and There;
Glyn Bard, • John Watts and
William
Smith
attended
a
reeeting in Lexington. Ky. last
week. Mrs, Arthur Matheny
and Mrs. L. D. Brooks spent
an afternoon in Greenfield,
Tenn, last week. Mr and Mrs.
Ray Arnmens of Memphis spent
a day or two with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons at
their home in Cayce recently.
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Vivian Brown Pogue has returned to her home In Arlington, Va. after visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L Brown
on Route. 1. Bob and Linda
Copeland and children, Jenny
and Bob moved to Paducah
last week. Bob has accepted a
13osition with the C. I. T. Finance Company there. . . Mrs.
Etta Norman and son Everett
of Akron, Ohio spent last week
at the Norman farm east of
town.

Amelia Frields was hostess to
'Twin; EVER so nice to see
Suzye
and Robert
Bina:led,. a surprise going-away party
from Birmingham, Ala. We had recently when she entertained
a nice visit at Nelle Fall's in honor of Mary True Terrell,
home on Vine Street with the who is leaving for California.
All of the guests enjoyed
Rinfords. They are two of our
favorite people and we AL- contests during the afternoon
WAYS love being with them. with the winners being Ann
Their two "darling daughters", Hicks and Treys Terrell. Mary
Fall and Jane were also guests True was given a steam and
of their grandmother. Nell, and dry iron as a "remembrance
it was really, a HAPPY time aft" from her hostess and
at the Fall home. Suzye is other guests.
Mrs. Matthew James DeBoor, Jr.
an ARDENT reader of he
It was a Happy Birthday Mho; Jane
News and says she keeps "in
Mr. Matthew DeBoor, Jr.
touch" with all of her friends TWICE when friends of G. A.
via Diary. (Tis nice of you, Haygood of Fulton. Route 5 Married Saturday In Beautiful Ceremony
Suzye).
and Mrs. George Haygood of
In a candlelight ceremony solemnized Saturday afterChicago got together at the
noon,
November 24, at 5:30, Miss Jane White, daughter
HAPPY PARENTS DURING Taygood home and had a "basket luncheon" honoring the two of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Henry White, became the bride
THE HOLIDAYS:
Peggy and Bill Hussey of who 'share a mutual birthday. of Matthew James DeBoor, Jr., son of Mr and Mrs. MatAll of the George Haygood thew DeBoor, Sr., of Lexington, Kentucky.
Tulsa. Okla. were guests of
The Reverend John P. Reitz performed the double ring
Peggy's mother, Ruth Scott, children were home for the
during the holidays. Mrs. Har- occasion except one—but he ceremony at the Immaculate Conception Church in Unry Cook of Tuscaloosa, Ala. called his dad 'to share in the ion City, Tennessee.
was also a guest. The group festivities and to send his HapThe vows were pledged be- which descended the panel of
spent Thanksgiving Day with py Birthday wish.
fore the altar, which held the skirt; full side panels swung
who
Those
attended
the
HayMr. and Mrs. F. C. Redditt of
matching brass altar vases of gracefully out from the waist
Obion. Tenn who celebrated good-Haygood party were tha
white carnations Lighted white and swept down into a cathedtheir 64th wedding anniversary. George Haygoods and children
of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. E. tapers in the altar candelabra ral train. Her tiered veil of imcompleted the wedding scene. ported illusion fell from a satin
-. Mollie Wiley was home from L. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. James
As the wedding guests as- coronet, partially covered with
FLA v
.
Mr.
and
Mrs
WI!Rethel College at Hopkinsville,
sembled a program of nuptial an Alencon applique flower
Harris()
ham
i
Dotty.
and
Mr.
for a visit with her mother,
music was presented by Miss motif and encrusted with seed
Dons Wiley on Second Street. an.? Mi.: Carl Johnson, Betty Anna Mary DeMeyer, organist; pearls. She carried a white
and
Melody
Rose
and
Mrs.
BetMr and Mrs James L Batts
her numbers included "Ave Bible which bore white orchids
and daughter, Br•nda, of ty Rhodes and daughter.
Verum"—Mozart, "Andante Re- tied and showered with satin
Bloomington. Ill have returned
Mrs. Lerry Brown and Mrs. ligioso"—Thome, "Ave Maria" ribbons.
home after spending the holiMrs. Charles Bausch, of LexMac
Weeks entertained with a —Liszt, "Prayer" (Hansel and
days with his mother, Mrs. L
lovely
dessert-bridge
Friday C;retel)—H.umperdinck, an "0 ington. Kentucky, sister of the
B. Harper
Sanctissima"—L
ux.
groom, was matron of honor
evening at 7 o'clock at the
Jerry Lowe spent the week- Brown home, honoring Glenda
Immediately
preceding
the and Miss Ella Doyle was maid
end with his parents, Mr. and Sue Brown, bride-elect of Don- ceremony, Mrs. Rodney A Mil- of honor. They wore ballerinaMrs. Kellie Lowe
ler, soprano, sang "In Te Sper- length gowns of apricot taffeta;
ald Heine of Sturgis, Ky.
Mollie Simpson of Murray
Miss Brown was attractive in avi"—Becker, and "Ave Maria" a fold of the taffeta which
State spent the holidays with a pink quilted skirt with a --Bach -Gounod
formed a V neck extended to
her parents in Cayce Janet gold blouse and curnberbund.
The traditional wedding
form
a bow in the back with
Allen of Murray State spent She wore a white_ carnation marches by Wagner and Menthe holidays with her parents, corsage, a gift from her hos- dellaohn were used for the
Lynette and Leonard Allen on tesses. She was also presented processional and recessional.
Taylor Street.
a cheese server in her chosen
The bride was given in marDickie Holloway of IT T. at pattern of silver.
raige by her fath4r. She wore
Miss Beverly Hill won the an original wedding gown fasKnoxville visited his parents.
high score prize; Miss Linda hioned by Pandora and made
the W. D. Holloways.
Hunter Byrd Whitesell of U. King, a guest of Wu Kay of lustrous satin-faced taffeta,
K. spent Thanksgivina. with his Cherry's from the University adorned with Alencon lace. The
parents, Belle and Hunter on of Kentucky, won second high; gown featured a minuscule,
and Misr Mirth: Sur Holland long-sleeved bodice, covered in
West State Line Road.
(Continued on Page Ten)
lace with an appliqued motif
Mr and Mrs. A. H. Noble
and daughter. Mary Baird. of
Nashville. spent Thanksgiving
with her parents; Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Baird on Second Street.
Carmen and Larry. Depp of
Owensboro spent the weekend
with her parents. Ramelle and
Bertes Pique. They also attended thhe White-DeBoor wedding.
Mac Nall of U. K. visited his
21-INCH
parents. Emily and Martin Nall
OVER -ALE DIAGONAL
on Third Street. Lucy AnderMENS
son and Paula DeMyer, stu263
University
Misof
Q.
IN.
dents at the
S-T-R-E-T-C-H
sissippi spent the holidays at
VIEWABLE AREA
their homes in Fulton.
Jackie Edwards and Mary
Ann Hill were home from
Memphis State.

I

79c Values

$2.98

"TOPMOST"
BEST OUT OF All TIME. POWER-PACKED MOTOROLA
SPECIAL TVI MATCHING SWIVEL SASE CABINET

$12.95

DOMINION AUTOMATIC Pop Up TOASTER
A regular $17.95 value!

$13.95

more realistic picture—
thanks to Motorola noise-free
performance, Bilt-in-Tenna
and 5-Star Power Chaaaia.
-hogriny or Blond grain
finish. Model 21'i'35.
•
A

FIRESTONE HOME & AUTO SUPPLY STORE
Lake Street, Fulton

Hornbeak and Holland

Ideal For Gift
Pillow Cases

imaaesaea

49c

$21995

Matching Swivel Base

LADIES SLIPS
By "Powers Model"
Nylon tricots beautifully lace trimmed.
White, pink, beige,
red, black. Sizes 32 to
62.
$3.95

Values

$2.98

HOUSE SUPPERS
Many Styles to Choose, Priced from

$1.98

Yd.

See Our Fine Selection of
LADIES COATS, PARTY DRESSES and
STREET DRESSES.
Priced To Fit Your Budget.

$19.95

Lake St.

WADE'S TV SERVICE
Main Street

Miss Peggy and Janice Dowspent Thanksgiving in
ney
Boone Terre, Mo, visiting their
aunt, Mrs. H. J. Jabobe.

BORDER PRINTS

DOMINION 10-CUP C01- LE MAKER
Electric, fully automatic with temperature
control, "flavor selector"!
A regular $16.95 value!

Mrs. W. J. Shepherd and son.
John, spent Thanksgiving in
Boone Terre and St. Louis, Mo.,
with her sister, Mrs. H. J.
Jabobe.

LADIES', MEN's and CHILDREN's

CA/vIFLELD ALL-CHROME MIXER
$39.95

Mrs. L. A. Clifton spent the
Thanksgiving holidays in Fulton and Boone Terre, Mo.

SPORT SHIRTS

SOX

49c

wore a Zelinka Original of
charcoal brown broad cloth,
featuring a detachable cape
trimmed in blue fox fur. Her
hat was of the same fabric and
she wore a white orchid.
The out-of-town guests for
wedding and reception included: Mr. and Mrs. Matthew J.
DeBoor, Sr., Mr, Michael DeBoor, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bausch, Mrs. Thomas Francis
Devereux, Sr., Mr. Thomas F.
Devereux, Jr., Miss Lauretta
Devereux, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Bozarth, Mr. and Mrs. Rober
Wiley', Mr. Charles Fred King.
Mrs. Henry Bennett, Miss Coburn Blackerby, Mr. and Mrs
Lee BreeAter, 311 of Lexington:
Miss Margaret Brady of CM
cinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Tremble of Henderson, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Willingharn and Mrs. E. J. Parsons
of Peoria, Illinois; Mrs. Lillian Stagg and son Byron
Blagg, Jr., of Nashville, Tennessee; Mrs. W. C. Ing of Bowling Green, Kentucky; Mr. and
Mrs.. Robert W. Snow of
Lonoke, Arkansas; Mr. and
;airs. Don Ewald of Louisville;
Mrs. Ben.. Kilgore- and Miss
Betty Kilgore of Frankfort,
Kentucky; Mrs. Bob
Irvan
Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Slayton of Dyersburg, Tennessee; Mrs. Thomas LeMaster
of Batesville, Mississippi; 'Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Owen, Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Katterjohn,
Mrs. W. F.. Ezzell, and Mr.
and Mrs,- C. F.. Hughes, all of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Depp of Owensboro, Kentucky;
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Grissom
of Detroit, Michigan; Mr. and
Mrs. Russell- Johnson, Murray,
Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Binford and daughters,
Fall and Jane, of Birmingham,
Alabama; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Sanger, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Hornsby and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Stokes of Hickman.

Santa's Gift
Suggestions
from KASNOW'S
By "Block"
L a,r g e selection of
stripes, plaids, solid
color shirts. Button
down and regular collars.
Sizes S, M, L, XL
$3.95 Values

NOW! SAVE ON APPLIANCES!
A regular $49.95 value(

the streamers falling to the
hem line of the softly flared
skirts. They wore matching pill
box hats and carried colonial
bonquets of bronze chrysanthemums tied with talisman satin
ribbons.
Michael DeBoor of Lexington, served his brother as best
man.
Ushers
were
Robert
White, Jr., brother of the
bride, and
Robert Wiley,
Thomas Francis Devereux, Jr.,
and Charles Fred King, all of
Lexington.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. White wore a DuBarry
model of turquoise blue peau
de soie, with matching cloche
for a head dress. She wore a
white orchid.
Mrs. DeBoor, the groom's
mother, wore an
American
Beauty satin gown which featured a cowl neck line. She
wore a matching bandeau and
carried a satin bag of the same
shade. She also wore a white
orchid.'
Immediately
following
the
ceremony a reception was held
at the Fulton- Country Club.
Seven-branched brass candelabra, holding white tapers, and
a large brass planter decorated
the mantel. Vases of white
gladioli completed the floral
setting.
The bride's table, covered
with a white taffeta cloth, was
centered with a three-tiered
wedding cake, topped with a"
wedding bell, and encircled by
gardenias. White tapers burned
in silver candelabra. Garlands
of ivy, caught up at the corners of the table were accented by clusters of gardenias tied
with white satin ribbons.
At the register, where Mrs.
Harvey Caldwell presided, was
a large white wedding candle
encircled by an illusion puff
overlaid with a nosegay of
gardenias.
Assisting in receiving were
Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. Lillian Blagg of Nashville, Mrs.
Harvey Caldwell, sisters of
Mrs. White, and Mrs. George
Doyle. Those serving were MesSnow,
Danny
dames
Jack
Baird, Rodney Miller, Herbie
Hunt, Jr, of Mayfield, Larry
Depp of Owensboro, Kentucky,
and Misses Anne Fall, Anne
Latta and Betty • Kilgore of
Lexington.
Later in the evening Mr. and
Mrs. DeBoor left for a western
trip after which they will be
at home in Lexington, Kentucky. For traveling the bride

KASNOW'S

Fulton, Ky.

Open Till 9 Saturday Night

Fulton
..4=1110.

.91111111101•111.1.11M11
,-141M11•1111M

Toyland is open at Western Auto
LAYAWAY NOW!

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Lake

Fulton

THOUSANDS OF GAMES — TOYS — GIFTS TO
CHOOSE FROM! A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
YOUR CHOICE TILL CHRISTMAS!

411..

If Democratic Voter Wants To Help Revamp
His Party, His Chance Is Coming Saturday
You are a Democrat.
You want to take part in re
ganization of your party on the n t
two Saturdays. But you don't know
how.
You may want to take part just
because you are a Democrat, or maybe because you want one faction of
the party to beat the other.
This
Democratic
reorganization
will take place throughout Kentucky
— it comes every presidential election
year. Probably the big fight between
the factions will occur.
Republican Party reorganization on
the county level also takes place every presidential election year but
comes in the spring as a preliminary
to the quadrennial state convention.
Each faction will be seeking to elect
its candidates to—the Fulton County
Democratic
Executive
Committee,
which for the next four years will control party machinery in the First District.
Although the committee as a committee is barred from taking sides in
Democratic primaries, its members as
a group of individuals ordinarily decide which capdidates shall get organization backing.
Among the committee's other privileges are operation of city and county
headquarters, the nomination of election officers, recommendation of persons for appointive jobs and control, generally, of Democratic patron-age.
So, the fight will be on next Saturday to get in the driver's seat of the
party in Fulton County.
You are a Democrat. You want to
take part.
All right.
On next Saturday, December 1, at
2 p.m., Democratic meetings will be

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
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caught in the unrealistic wage rates
fixed for single and married worke
rs
alike, we must propose continuous
exploration of the family alloWance
idea.
Deep consideration must be
to the human problem involved given
a factory is abandoned. Regardbefore
be had for lost wages, movin must
g expenses, and for possible losses in
ing homes or cancelling leases. sellNEVER IN OUR TIMES, has the
Christian mind been called upon
exercise its judgment with justice to
and
charity in a more challenging situation. '

The High Cost Of
Driving A Vehicle
The average Kentucky high
way
user now pays over $15 a year in special automotive taxes that are in
- addition to his regular share of gener
al
taxation, according to "Goals," a new
pocket handbook just issued by
the
Kentucky Petroleum Industries Committee.
This per-vehicle tax cost is broken
down into an average $69.64 a year
paid in state and federal taxes on gasoline; $18.65 in state motor license and
vehicle fees; $44.47 in property taxes
on motor vehicles, and $24.24 in federal automotive taxes.
One section of the booklet traces the
history of gasoline taxation in Kentucky from the original 1-cent state
tax, first levied in 1920, to the
est combined state and federal Prestax
rate of 10 cents a gallon, and concludes:
"Gasoline itself, unlike any other
commodity, is today selling at a national average price 25 percent be
low that of 36 years ago (1920), but
this advantage to the customer is lost
under the weight of taxes. Here in
Kentucky, for example, the combined
taxe rate of 10 cents a gallon adds
about 50 percent of the cost."
. Love for God and man is the true
incentive in both healing and teaching.
T awaken interest and kindle enthusiasm is the sure way to teach easily and successfully.
A teacher affects eternity; he can
never tell where his influence stops.
When you educate a BUM

edueate an Individual; when youyes
educate
a woman you educate a whole fami-

ly.

by McFeatters

held in each of Fulton County's 21 precincts. The meeting place in each precinct will be where the voting -place
was in the November 6 election.
You are eligible to participate in
the meeting in your precinct if you
are a registered Democrat. Some
6500 of you are registered.
-It you-want-to-take -part remember
the time-2 p.m.—and be prompt, for
sometimes a meeting lasts only a few
minutes; and if one is even a little
late, he might miss out.
The purpose of the meeting in each
precinct is ,,to elect a precinct committeeman and a precinct committeewoman. The meeting will be called to order by the-- precinct committeeman
who has seived for the last four years.
If there is no precinct committeeman
to call the meeting to order, theilpthe
presiding officer shall be someone
designated by Turney Davie, chairman of the Fulton County Democratic'
Erecutive Committee.
Almost late for the coffee bseol.:"
The first business to be transacted
will be election of a precinct chairman
Chandler May Win
and secretary. In precincts in which
cognized?
If a rump meeting is held
there are contests, a call for. nominaA. Pr(dest to the chairnian.
in a precinct, the Chandlerites
tions for chairmen will be the battle
Q. What do I do or say to
eventually are expected to triestablish myself as a registered
signal. Each side will want to name
.
umph, because the ultimate
Democrat?
the chairman because in so doing it
judge in the case will be the
A.
All
you
have to do is afwill show its strength.
Kentucky
Democratic
_State.
firm you are a registered Dem-Central Committee, which is
In most precincts, the regular orocratic voter in your precinct.
controlled
by the Chandler
ganization is expected to have a maQ. Suppose somebody chalOn Saturday, December 8, lenges
jority of those present. If anti-orfrictio
n
of
the
party.
ganization Democrats, or Chandler
You ewill haste to abide by
the precinct. committeemen and
the 'chairman's ruling since
supporters, see they are outnumbercommitteewomen elected in the
there wouldn't be time to get
ed, they will be expected to hold rump __December .1 meetings, will
asa certificate . of registration
meetings.
semble dn legislative district
from youe. registration office.
meetings at convenient places
In that event, each group would
So far as the December 1
in the districts to be designatelect its own chairman and secretary,
meeting is concerned party law
ed
by
the
chair
man of the
and, what is more important, each
says:
county conunittee.
"No person Shall act as comwould elect its own precinct commitNow that you know what is
mitteeman or committeewoman
teeman and committeewoman.
to be done the next two Satwho does not live in the
. urdays in the
Coninued in next Column
Preway of reorganicinct
or district for which he
zation

An Answer To Automation
By John Q. Adams, President,
Manhattan Refrigerating Co.
AUTOMATION is a word that is a
source of fear and uneasiness to many
of us. We read in Newsweek, "Ford's
automatic engine plant turns out
twice as many engines as an old-style
plant, with one-tenth the manpower."
All over the country it's the same
story — machines and .automatic devices replacing men.
There is nothing new about man's
fear of machines; it has existed
throughout the ages. The Industrial
Revolution in' England had a tragic
impact upon the lives of many people.
Ruthlessly workers were displaced by
the first power-driven machines. They
were turned into the streets to wander
about homeless and hungt-S-. In fear
and desperation the workers strifck
back at the selfish owners of the machines.
AND NOW automation, the "industrial revolution" of our day, is bringing in its wake the threat of social and
economic problems — unemployment
—elimination of long acquired skills,
—disruption of family life of the worker by the abandonment of inefficient
plants.
The peaceful solution to our revolution calls for unselfish cooperation
between workers and owners, and the
courageous application
of sound
Christian social principles. In facing
up to the industrial issues of our day
we must always take account of the
fundamental dignity of the individual
—a person who has in the depth of
his being an image of his God.
TECHNOLOGICAL advances are
to be welcomed if they have a constructive influence on the individual
and upon those God-given institutions
of marriage and time family, and private property — institutions which
tend of their very TiLture to form him
as a person.
To the spectre of unemployment
we must explore the possibilitie
s
annual wages, stabilized emplo of
ment, and the retaining of displ yaced
workers.
TL) THE RESCUE of the
family,

iSTRICTLY BUSINESS

of the party, you might
or she offers to act, or who
like to have a few questions
fails to support all nominees
answered regarding the Decof his or her party, and the
ember 1 meeting. That's the
committee shall be the judge
one in which you may actively
of the qualifications of its memtake part.
bers—subject to the right of
Q. Howl do you find out
appeal to the Kentucky State
where to go?
Democratic
Central-Executive
A Party law says the preCommittee"
cinct meeting shall be held at
As things shape up now, no
the voting place in the Novmatter who gains control of
ember 6 election.
the Democratic comrruttee fl
Q. What is the bear of the
the December meetings it looks
meeting?
like it will take,,the Dernocratic
A. 2 p
.
I. ,ca I standard
city and coundj primary next
time.
May 29 to settle things.
Q. What if I go to the polling place and can't find an
- (Rd's Note: The foregoing
body'
Information was secured from
A. Be on time and you
an article by Thornton Con
should find somebody.
ash, a staff writer for the
Q. What do I do it I want Ky3
Costrier-Journal in LfieetviI le
to be heard and can't get re-

Jefferson Davis. native KenOverheard on the street the
tuckian and president of he
titer day a man. describing
Confederacy, died at New Or- something as, "it's
as good as
leans, December 6, 1889. He is gold."
Pte must have been reburied in Hollywood Cemetery,
tee a mutilated Savings
Richmond, Va.
_

BIBLES
Complete

Assortment

.

SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
LARGE PRINT — $3.98

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street

Fulton

DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENTS!
UNITED INCOME FUND SHARES
65th Consecutive Quarterly Dividend
•
The Board of Directors of United Funds,- Inc.,
on
November 20. 1956, declared a quart
erly dividend
• of 10 cents per share from net atestmen
t income
and a year-end distribution of *IF.:ceilts per
share
-from securities profits on UNITE) INCOME.
FUND
SHARES, payable December 24, 1956, to shareholders of record at clone of business on Tuesday,
DeCumber .1, 1956.

UNITED ACCUMULATIVE FUND SHARES
17th Consecutive Annual Dividend
The Board of Directors on the same day also declared a dividend of 36 cents per share from net investment income and a distribution of
40 cents per
shbre from securities profits on UNITED ACCU
MULATIVE FUND SHARE, payable December
8.
1956, to shareholders of record at close of business
on Tuesday, December 4, 1966.
Sincerely Yours.
Cameron K. Reed
President
& Reed, Inc., of Kansas City, principal
underwriter for United Funds, Inc., also of Kansas
city. is represented by
Waddell

T. B. Brundige of Dresden
Telephone 4168

FROM THE FILES:111M I

AIMMO

TURNING CACI( THE (LOCK lion. L. L. Hindman, prominent attorney of Clinton, Ky.,
delivered the principal address
when Fulton Elks assembled at
the Opheum Theatre last Sunday to pay tribute to their de
parted brothers. The twentythird annual memorial service
was held at 2:30 o'clock.
The musical program was
under the direction of Mrs.
Paul Hornbeak and each number was beautifully rendered.
The following took part: Mesdames Lois Hindman, Hugh
Pigue, Charles Gregory, Miss
Frances Canvender, Paul Hornbeak, with Mrs. Paul Hornbeak,
accompanist.
What a grand and glorious
feeling when the last payment
is made and the car is yours—
you can turn right around and
trade it in for a new one, with
more payments.
The polls are a place where

1

you stand in line v,,,iting
for
a chance to decide who
will
spend your money.
The old fiddlers' contest that

was postponed about a month
ago

will be held Saturday
night, December 12, in the
Beelerton high school auditorium. Singing, whistling, hog
calling, banjo and all kinds of
music. $25.00 in prizes. Admission 15 and 25 cents. Everyone
is invited to come.

up to
24 months
to pay

Mrs. John Bostick and family and Miss Sarah Emma Best
spent Sunday
with Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Webb and family
.
Mr. Jim Bard and daughter,
Lillian, spent Sunday
with
Mrs. J. R. Powell.
Mrs. H. L Putman and son.
Coy, visited relatives at Milburn the first of the week..

from the Fulton hospital to.
Kennedys
in
Memphis
last
Mrs. Leslie Nugent • week. We wish for him
a
speedy recovery.
A. T. Thompson, James EdGussie Browder, Mr
and
ward Thompson and son
Mrs. James Browder and dauof
Atlanta.
ghter spent Thanksgiving with
Ga.
and
Warren
Thompson and daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Bin Milner and
Lexington spent the holidays
family in Overland, Mo,
with their father, Ed ThompMrs. Ellis B. Roper of Union
son and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
City has been visiting for sevThompson and Rita.
eral days with
her
brother
Harold Pewitt of Memphis
Ethel Browder and sister, Mrs.
spent Thanksgiving
Bertha Nugent.
with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. Charles BeadPcwitt
.
les of Monroe, La., Mr. and
Carolyn Collier returned to
Mrs. Robert Chambers, Mr. and
Jackson, Tenn. Sunday -where
Mrs. Oris Bondurant, Mrs. Elmo Willis and daughter, Cheryl. she is a student, after spending Thanksgiving at home.
of Akron, Ohio returned to
A Thanksgiving supper was
their home Sunday morning afenjoyed by Brother and Mrs.
ter spending the holidays with
Mr. and Mrs Harvdy Pewit! M. B. Proctor and members of
the church Wednesday night.
and Mrs Leslie Nugent and
A nice pounding was donat
other relatives.
ed
to the pastor and his wife.
Richard Browder wtho was
Palestine Homemakers will
injured in a truck wreck serserve lunch at the Colem
an
eral weeks ago was moved
Evans sale Saturday.

• PALESTINE NEWS

HERE'S A FINE
CHRISTMAS GIFT
SUGGESTION!

down
1957

IntvAl;
portable

WITH

TWIN-PAK
...THE ONLY
QUICK CHANGE
RIBBON I

Available in new
decorator colors:
Royal flismge Royal Gray
Royal Polk
Royal Turquoise
Royal Green Royal Red

HARVEY CALDWELL COMPANY
DRIVE-IN OFFICE OUTFIT
TERS
JAMES 0.
Phone 674

BUTTS, Sales Manager
Fulton, Ky.

n the street the
man' describing
"it's as good as
-t have been reiutilated Savings
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Fruit Cake Tid-Bits

ITS UNUSUAL
by Marie Holland

Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities

Fulton

TS!
• RES
idend
a,- Inc.. on
y dividend
nt income
per share
ME FUND
sharehold-

Sut I did not get my say a salad, and with ,a lkttle
thought she can -invent a
out last- week on SALADS
melted . of serving -to --7 make it
an -this week. interesting and original. Fol• ..suctipss of a salad depends lowling pre atone suggestions
largely on how it is . arranged for serving salads. Arrange
and served. Even though the shredded salad greens on a
ingredients themselves may be plate as a bed for the salad.
delicious, if the salad is thrown (A little salad dressing sprinktogether and- served carelessly pd
the bed of salad greens
A will not ts. inviting. A c4cePT helps, to make them more ina lw y
find vitmg). The following salad
housewife can
siime food to use as a base for may be had at different seasons
of the year. Cabbage, beet
leaves, brumel sprouts, chinese
cabbag e, dandelions leaves,
head lettuce, leaf lettuce, nest iir:ium leaves, parsley, spin.,ch, turnip tops and verbena
•
,eaves.
Scoop east the center of torn.,toes, cucumbers, cooked young
eiete or turnips, and fill them
41
...
9
97
Ma
with ''a salad mixture.
Maytag 19
l's garnishes to add color to
yrnerirdis sgss4,
..43%* tiown
your salad, such as cherries,
and slasy Terms
Cinnamon apple strips mint
13 N NETT ELECTRIC jelly, mint leaves, parsley, rose
ranee -geranium leaves, pimento green
n Mon
peppers, shredded carrots, beets.

E

estitiy, De-

SHARES

y also de-

.m net incents per
CCUMUember 8,
f business

At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality,
comfortable accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.

ed

I DEWEY JOHNSON

LIQUORS

BEFORE YOU BUY!

SEE US

•end

Air-conditioned guest rooms available.

300 modern rooms from $3

f Kansas

DODGE BOTIL

•en

II
E. J. HARRIS, Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSKI, General Menerso

principal

WASHINGTON, D.C.

WANTED
An Opportunity To SAVE YOU MONEY
On Your Gasoline Purchases!

***
Guaranteed quality
NTEE 01 .II GASOLINE to be a
too ior oil COM pany prod lie! Or 0IIU equally
high in quality.
IF FM . HAVE TRIED low-priced gas before
and found that you got poor performance, let
us prove to you (al our risk) that you can sate
on O top quality product.
II E

REGULAR
PREMIUM

189
31'

Remember, you must he satisfied
your money will be reftraded.

CHESTER'S
DEEP ROCK STATION
East State Line

Phone 9173

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Officials in Oceanside, CaliInd Mrs. John Howell
Happy Birthday: Dec. 1: MigSr: spent last week-end with fornia, are mulling over an non- Fleming, Jerome Mulcahy,
problem.
legal
unusual
their daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Florence Bowen; Dec. 2:
E. J. Edwards and family, in
The problem stems from an Margaret Ann Guthrie; Dec. 3:
Madisonville, Ky.
irate citizen who tried to com- Charles Reams, Charles Bin-Mr, Thomas Webb has re- mit suicide . . . but the police ford; Dec. 4: Bailey Binford,
turned from a few days visit arrived in time to prevent it.
Mrs. Frank Allen; Dec. 5: Joel
with his brother, Duane Webb
Recently, the mayor's office Thompson, Willie Gene Simpand family, in Dewight, Ill. got a 50 dollar medical bill son„ Raymond Stallings; Dec.
While there , he enjoyed phea- from the citizen.
6: Doris Roberts, Mrs. L. K.
sant hunting.
The man summed up his Moore, David Lee Winston,
Mr.- and Mrs. Jean Paul argument this way. tatter all, Mr•-• J. D.
_ Golden.
daughter, Amy he said, "I didn't ask the cops
and
Moore
Karon of Detroit. have been to call the doctor."
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Paul Moore, also her lips home were
Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison,
Jeff
-of
mother, Mrs. Gladys Denton,
Ruben Inman and children.
Columbus, Ky.
.A I I T Pes 0T insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchel Gwyn
Mr.' Amos Johnson of St. visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Louis visited his uncle, Mr. and Jobe and son, Leroy, last Sun- SAVE '
Mrs. Malcolm Johnson, Friday. day afternoon.
PACKAGE DEAL
Mrs. Claude Sams and grandMr. Carl Bostick is visiting
Roy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
daughter, Gwyndolin Colburn, his sister,
"Covering everything"
When you entertain for fall, treat your guests to refreshment
of St. Louis, Mrs. Stanley Rop- Howell.
snacks made the easy way. Glamorous fruit cake tid-bits with delier, visited in our home Friday
Mr. and Mrs.,James McClan309 East Walnut St.
cate toppings and. garnish, taste as good as they look, and make a
afternoon.
nahan and children of St. Louis
proud finale to a festive dinner or fall open house.
Phone 408
Hy.
'Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butler visited relatives in Crutchfield
Old English type fruit cake from your grocer's ready-to-eat cake
department will lend color as well as flavor to your table when you
and family and Miss Coleen over the week-end.
garnish with the same bits of red or green cherries, nuts and bright
Herndon all of St. Louis are
pieces of pineapple which fill the cake itself. Toppings for the
their mother, Mrs. Most CompleteStock
visiting
from
favorites
your
of
squares or finger shapes may include any
and brother,
Anderson
Thelma
to
mita
chopped
or
coconut
with
melted dot eimcolate sprinkled
Charles.
cream cheese. The cream cheese may be put through a pastry tube
A delightful pheasant dinner
or simply spread with a knife. Cutting the fruit cake is particuiarly
was given by Mr. and Mrs.
easy if you chill the sake first and use a sharp knife, wiping it isiT
Wallace Webb Saturday night
with a moist cloth after each slice.
An appealing accompaniment for the fruit cake tid-bits, particuto the following; Mrs. Stella
larly if you are entertaining for the teen-aged branch of the family,
Webb of Fulton, Ky., Mrs.
Is tangy apple cider given a special twist with a stick of cinnamon.
and son,
Young
Constance
Duane, Miss Robbie Hornsby,
Phone 237
442 Lake Street
Mr. Glenn Davis all of Union
Baptists Name
City. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Crad• AUSTIN SPRINGS
dock an daughters, Lady Rose
, New Moderator
I I 01(1'
rs
le%
Mr.
Sue, and
Karen
and
Dr. W. R. Pettigrew, pastor Thomas Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
Rev. Dempsey Henderaan fill- of Walnut Street Baptist
ed his regular appointment at Church, Louisville, was elected visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter
New Salem Baptist church the moderator of the General As- •Kimbro Wednesday night.
Mr. Burnett McNeil of Pilot
past Lord's Day at 11 o'clock. sociation of Baptists in Ken.Oak visited 1w- the Lewis KimThe . evening service was, held- way -at the
a
FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
at usual time. The past Thurs- sion which adjourned at Madi- bro home Sunday.
home
the
in
visitors
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Seed:
Sunday
day night a Thanksgiving ser- sonville on Nov. 15.
vice was held at which time
Elected assistant- moderators of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ashley
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.
the church gave a love offering were the Rev. Harold D. Tel- were Mr. and Mrs. Howard
to the building fund, also pas- bent, host pastor, and the Rev. Bugg and children. Tommy and
tor Henderson and wife were 0. W. Yates, pastor of Rose- Elizabeth, of Clinton. Mr. and
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
showered with food gifts from mont Baptist Church, Lexing- Mrs. Lockie Clark of Mayfield.
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
the church. They are most .445- ton. The-R.Ty. Ernest D. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Latta and
Kobe and Korean
pr( .:Akre f..r this gesture
Clinton, and George Raleigh son, Danny.
were
Pharis
Mr. and Mrs.
thi • behalf.
Jewell, Louintille, were returnthe
On next Sunday the church ed to the posts of secretary Sunday dinner guests in
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
home.
Webb
Wallace
secretary.
will gather in an offering of and assistant
Copeland,
Wade
Rev.
The
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
.
.
Dr. Pettigrew succeeded Dr.
feud and clothing, for the Bapchildren of
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
tist Orphans home which will H. C. Chile, pastor of First Mrs. Copeland and
were Sunday dininterior or exterior.
be delis ered on Dec. 4. All Baptist Church, Murray, who Hardin, Ky._
ner guests in the home of Mr
gifts from the church will - be served two years
Rev.
Phillips.
Carl
and Mrs.
brought into the church on
Copeland preached the Sunday
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
Sunday, December 2..
morning sermon at, the New
CASH PRICES ARE HOT!
OUR
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Denoho Burnette-Hixson Sell
Hope Baptist Church. Sunday
and children accompanied by
afternoon visitors in the PhilBull
Guernsey
Mr. Fred Mansfield returned
Sunday night from Port Huron,
Cecil Burnette and Elmer
"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
Mich. after spending holidays Ilixson, Fulton, Ky., have mid
with relatives. Messrs. Mans- the registered Guernsey bull.
Complete Line
field and Donoho did 'some Willow-Wilde's Royal Glen, acpheasant hunting while on the cording to the American Fir all make% of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearin MO Departtrip.
Guernsey Cattle Club.
at your first opportunity.
ment
D.
This bull was sold to R.
14' Mrs. Buton Lassiter is confined to her bed a victim Of Golden. McKenzie, Tennessee.
CITY DRUG CO.
The dam is Bayville Royal PM Lake Street
arthritis from which she sufPhone 70
Phyllis. and the sire, Sayville
fers intense pain.
Impcharlie.
Maxim
Mr. Alvin McClain is a patient in Hawes hospital. He is land, is suffering a scalp wound
now under observation and re- inflicted by
hIsnself, on the
ceiving treatments.
farm of Mrs. Lottie Central,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie McCol- while hunting rabbits on
with Thunderbird GO
lum of Akron are spending va- Thanksgiving day. The lad had
cation here among relatives shot a rabbit and was using
There's new power for the new kind of Ford
and their son, Bill McCollum the butt of a shot gun to finin the great new Silver Anniversary V-8's ...
and family in Fulton.
ish his kill, when the gun was
with new,-wider horsepower ranges to meet
Jerry Mac. 13 year old son discharged and glazed his temyour needs! Or choose the new Mileage
ef Mr. and Mrs. Mason Cope- ple to top of his head. He was
Maker Six—the world's most modern.
rushed to Haws hospital by his
red ished, paprika, cheese and
amBrothers
Jackson
dad and
stuffed olives. Use just enough
bulance. He is not thought to
dressing to coat the ingredibe serious except for shock
is
ents. If too much dressing
is resting comfortable at
and
used the salad will be watery this writing.
long and light, it hugs the highway
or inwhy.
- Mr. Burnett Lintz butchered
Fairlane 500 (shown) and Fairlane models are
Prepare and arrange salad so his oo-lters last Thursday re17 beautiful feet long. Custom and
over
con - plenishirg their larders with a
in.: \ha •
-11
tha
300 models, over 16 feet. Every one of
Custom
tral,. f ei lor To obtain a de- suoply
of spare ribs, back
new Fords is longer, lower,
brilliant
20
the
lica;c seasoning, add a few bones, sausage and etc.
roomier than ever before.
mint,
parsley,
chopped
of
leaves
Mr. Luney Murrell left Satthyme, marjoram, or summer urday for his home in Akron,
bowl
salad
savory, or rub the
Ohio after a ten day visit here
with garlic.
with his sister, Mrs. D. A.
Here is a good fruit salad Mathis and other relatbies.
recipe. 3 T orange juice, 3 T
lemon juice, 4 T pineapple
juice, 2 T flour, 2 eggs, Ya c
sugar, 1,4 c heavy cream. Heat
fruit juices. Mix sugar and
flour together and slowly add
_the hot fruit juices. Cook in
The Perfected
double boiler 15 min. Pour
slowly over well beaten eggs
and cook for I min. longer.
Cool. Just before serving add
and
2 C of whipped cream
1
/
beat until fluffy.

RING-0-HEAT

MAGAZINE HEATER
—Maximum value
ing economy

in

heat-

—Saves TIME
—Saves CLEANING
--Saves COAL
--Correst Size for YOUR
NEEDS

Lovely

... with beauty
that's more than "skin-deep"
The new kind of beauty in the '57 Ford is only
the lovely "complexion" over the tough and
precisely co-ordinated muscles of the stronger
"Inner Ford" ... that rides so silent ... so
solid ... 90 secure!
, V-8 swim amtiottle as ortro root
Sr-.
•A 27:win! 170-hp Thoottlorttird
.tpor V-1 too. doitoortno Ito to SU h..
AL... taro 14%0 perforotowor Throraorbsrd SIT .̀

Come in and Action Test the new
See it today at

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
Phone 35

kind or

FORD

for

157

NY
J V CASH MOTOR COMPAPhone
42
PhIton

I'our Ford Dealer
If You're Interested la as A-1 Used Car — Be Sore to Se.
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shaped table.
ers.
a bridal arrangement of white had
For the occasion, Glenda Sue
DeBoor, Mr. Charles Fred Cincinnati. Ohio, Mr.
Mis White was lovely in a carnations
DIARY
and Mrs.
amid puffs of net
wore
a beautiful red form -fit- blue sheer wool
Dorothy lilxum.
King,
Carly
Mrs. T. F. Devereux, Sr., Gido Willingham
origi
e
nal.
and
trico
tine
in
ting
a
jerse
large
n
y
dress
and
,
silve
,
ws.th
Mrs E.
r
a
batea
u
She
The Rebel Room was beautiand Mr. DeBoor were pre- bowl. Silve
Continued from Page 7
r candelabra held Mr Thomas F. Devereux, Jr., J. Parsons, Peoria, Illinois, Miss
neckline, elbow-length sleeves, sente
d a linen table cloth and white tapers
ful with soft candlelight re- and panel
and the places Miss Laurette Devereux,
won the Canasta prize.
s in the back. She napkins by their hosts
Mr. Betty Kilgore, Frankfort, and
.
were marked by place cards and Mrs. Lee
flected from
white
Mrs. Thomas
LeMaster
twisted wore a gift corsage .of white
of
Brews
ter,
all
of Bates
Guest
prese
s
nt
were—Miss with white satin ribbons. Ivy Lexington, and
cand!es in the decorations, car- carnations.
ville, Mississippi
Mrs.
Lilli
Glenda Sue Brown was hon- rying
an
White
, Mr. DeBoor, Mr. and and
burni
out the red, white and
ng
white
Blagg
, and son, Byron Blagg,
tapers
The honoree was presented
Mrs. Bob White. parents of throughout the lengt
ored with a lovely luncheon green of the appro
h of the Jr., Nashville, Tennessee, Mrs.
aching sea- piece of silver in her chosea
Mrs. C.
on Friday at 1:30 given in
Miss
n
White
,
Mr.
table
and
son.
Mrs.
comis
J.
The
table
leted
s were decorated pattern by her
the table ap- W. C. Int, Bowling Green Ken- Siiv Forre P. Wive and Wanda
the
hostesses, and B. DeBoor,--Sr., of Lexington, pointments.
st•spenf the week end
Rebel Room of the Derby Cafe. with green and red
tucky
,
Miss
folia
ge
Marga
the
and
ret
guest
Brady of in Memphis visiting relatives.
brought nicknacks parents of Mr. DeBoor,
Hostesses for the delightful
Miss
Miss White vdicire a full-skirtaf- red berries, and wedding bells for .her kitchen.
fair were Kay Cherry, Louis were up and down
Margaret Brady of Cincinnati,
e
the table to
Thase present were Glenda Ohio, aunt of Mr. DeBoor, Mrs. ed, ruby red velvet gown
Hancock Norman, Beverly Cur- carry out the wedd
which featured a_ bateau necking motif. Sue, her
sey, Peggy Adams Sanford and
mother, Mrs. Smith Charlie Bausch of Lexington, line.
Guests were
at a T. Brown, Mrs. ,Donald Cherr
..:.;re
r of the
y,
groom, Mrs.
Mrs. DeBoor received in a
Jean Ann Hyland, Mrs. R. E. Thomas Deveraux
of
Hyland, Mrs. LeRoy Brown, ton. Tommy Devereux Lexing- black matelasse sheath. Mrs.
of Lex- White chose a
Beverly Burgess, Linda King, ington, Tomin,§ DeBo
or of Lex- sole, with pearl mauve peau de
Carolyn Perry, Mrs. Joe Bead- ington. brother of
trim.
Matt. Charlie
les. Mrs. William Chapman of Fred King of Lexin
Mr. and Mrs. Detsoor were
gton.
Mayfield. Mrs. Tillman Adams.
Others attending TVere Mrs. assisted in receiving by their
Nancy Adams, Mrs. C. F. JackW. C. Ing of Bowling Green, daughter. Mrs. Charles Bausch'
son, Mary Ann Hinkle, Beverly
and Mr. Bausch.
Ky.,
Hill, Mrs. Ralph Bfady. Jackie Frank Miss Betty Kilgore, of
Among the guests were the
fort. Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
Ectmards, Mrs. Ual Killebrew, Willi
ngham and Mrs. E. J. Par- honorees, Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Mrs. T. J. Cursey, Mrs. Ernest son
of Peoria, Ill., Bud White, White. Sr.. and R. H. White,
Cardwell, Mrs. Mac Weaks, and Mrs.
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Harvey CaldQeorge Doyle. Miss
V
sc,o;iing your sterling . . . when
Andy
Mrs. J. C. Hancock.
Mrs. Frank
DeMyer, Mrs. M W. Haws, Mr. well, Mr. and
s. oosing a distinctive gift ... see our
c. ,i,piete collection of beautiful TOWLE
and Mrs. Rodney Miller, Mrs. Beadles. Mrs. George Doyle,
Miss Ella Doyle. Mrs. M. W.
Jane White was hornred at Lillian Blagg and Byro
solid silver flatware and holloware.
n Blagg, Haws
Let us help you make a suitable selection
, Mrs.. Rodney Miller, Miss
a bridal luncheon Wednesday Jr.. of Nashvil!e. Barba
ra
and
in the pattern of her choice, or add
Anna Mary DeMyer. Mr. and
afternoon at the Park Terrace Ruth C'ialdwell, Rober
t
Walk
er Mrs. Jack R. Snow
to her collection of place settings
Restaurant when her matron Caldwefl. Mr. and Mrs.
, Mr. HuntJack R.' er Whits
or serving pieces.
ell, Jr., Mr. Mac Nall
of honor. Ella Pat DeBoor Snow. Jr., and Dr.
and Mrs. and
(While they last)
the following out-of-town
Bausch was hostess for the oc- Ward Bushart.
6-Pc Place Settings,
guests: Father Joseph Baltz
casion.
from $29.75
-MIss White and Mr. DeBoor
of Union Co.. Tennessee. MicThe table held as its center- were
Teaspoons, from $3.75
• Only a limited number available.
honored guests at a dinpiece a lovely arrangement of ner
Serving Pieces, from $4.25
party at the home of Mr.
fall flowers.
and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
on
• Regularly $32.50.
Jane was lovely in a beige Third
JUST RECEIVED!
Street Wednesday night.
wool dress which featured a The
rehearsal dinner was given
A Car Of
panel in the back. She was Frida
y- night at the ROSe Room
• Metallic tapestry cover, mahogany finish, maspresented a gift by het hos- of Smith
ALA
's
BAM
Cafe
A BRILLIANT
with
Mr. and
tess.
Mrs. M. J. DeBoor as hosts
.
The bride-elect presented her
sive construction!
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Busha
attendants, Ella Pat and Ella
rt
were
hosts
at
a
breakfast for
Doyle who served as maid of
honor, gifts, also, at the lunc- the couple Saturday morning
at their home on Third
heon.
Street. • High In Heat
Those present were Jane. ElSPUN GLASS UTILITY CHAIRS
Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew James • Low
la Doyle, Lois Jean Miller, BetAsh
ty Weaks, Kit Crocker, Joan DeBoor of Lexington, Ky. en.
Regularly $14.95.
(Less than 314)-Baird, Ann McDade Hunt of tertained with a lovely rehearMayfield,.Cissy Hatfield, Andy se] 'dinner Friday night honor•Special this weekend for only
DeMyer, Marcy Snow and Ann ing their son, Matthew J. De- • Once You Buy It,
Boor, Jr. and his fiancee,
Latta.
Jane
You'll Always
White. The lovely affair
wps
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles given at the Rose Room at
Buy It!
Smith's Cafe with memb
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Calders of
the wedding party and
well were hosts at a lovely
out-4town guests attending.
Stoker or LW*
buffet dinner given in honor
The dinner was served
Immediate Deliver,
of Miss Jane White and Matbuffet
from a table overlaid
with a
thew DeBoor, Thursday evencutwork cloth
and decorated
I. TOWLE'S CONTOUR
ing
at
the
Beadles home on with
C. TOWLE'S SILVER FLUTES
E TOWLE'S SILVER SPRAY
a large silver bowl
I. TOWLE'S RING RICHARD
Third Street.
of
I. TOWLE'S OLD MASTER
F. TOWLE'S CRAFTSMAN
white
Miss White and Mr. DeBoor guest carnations. The wedding
s
were
seate
d
at a Uv. ere married Saturday aftershaped table covered
TELEPHONE 51
with a
noon.
white cloth and centered
with
Lake Street — Fulton
The table was attractive with
silver candelabra-holding lightChurch Street
•
ed tapers and floral arrangeFulton
ments. The house was decorated throughout with fall flow-

Week-End Specials!

For Christmas Gift Giving

PLATFORM
ROCKERS

oNk 1 e

$21.95

COAL

1111r

I•1,

0111111•1

=IMO

=MEM.

-

CITY COAL CO

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY

SAVE $1111E VIVE

END GARBAGE
TROUBLES
FOREVER!

ON THE PRICE OF
00

No mor• nu;sonce trips to the gorbog con
e
..
messy gorbogw-handling with th•

110 100,11

Youngstown Kitchens Food Waste Disposer
Amazing! New Youngstown Kitchens
Food Waste Disposer grinds up all
food waste, zips it down the sink drain!
Your hands never touch garbage! Your
kitchen stays neat, odor-free!
Food waste goes down the drains

NO SMOKE...NO ODOR...NO GARBAGE!

$7995
(ready for installation)
• New 4-way grinding action!
• Continuous feed!
• Cleans itself!
•-5-year parts warranty.

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION!
Scrape food waste &redly into the
sink
drain It's shredd•d thorou
ghly end
washed sway.

Try the Youngstown Kitchens Disposer for 30 days,then decide. (We'll
put everything the way it was if
you don't buy the Disposer.)

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
WALNUT STREET

$9.95

FULTON

PHONE 185

FARM EQUIPMENT
We now have on hand a limited
supply of new farm tractors and
equipment that we purchased
before the present price increase.
We are in a position to PASS
this SUBSTAN TIAL SAVINGS
ON TO YOU while our present inventory lasts.

DON'T DELAY
TRADE WITH 11S TODAY!

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

Paul Nailling Implement
Lompany
YOUR INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DEALER
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 16

FULTON, KY.

t

